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gerty Taken
Task Over
ushoff"
HINGTON t - A Demo-
nator has ehareed White
mesa seesrtare James C.
with "intellectual dig-
" for riving the public
e brushoff"- atiout the
of the Gaither report.
Joeceith S. Clark (Pa
Olen! Eisenhower should
Public the conclusions of
-secret anorataat of the
defense position in rela-
Russia.
Clark obiected to the White
"eiving the nubile enly
tidbit, as may he carefelly
throtivh %newt...1y elite..
retired elaaseit "
Clark isoied a statement Mt-wi-
pe:irking tiesier.sos denial
tOrday that tee naither stmts.
Metered the looted statea as
laIrelne behind Ressia militarily.
Clark was the latest Democrat
tri take issue with Pateerty on
.tbf matter Senate Democrat ic
whip Mike Mansfield (Mont.)
No the press seeretate's state-
fits were "open to serious
stion."
Clark said that... -unless the
sident releases the conclusions
the report. Congress should
pees a resolution (saltine on the
ithronistration to Rive "the truth
(Continued on Page Four)
Hearing Is
Rescheduled
For Game Warden
FRANKFORT IP - A hearing
st been re-scheduled for Jan.
II3 here for Termer game warden
Kendall Thomas who was fired
after charging Gov. A. B. Chan-
dler and Sante Fish and Wild-
life Commeesioner Earl Wallace
with illegal hunting,
A 'hearing for the former en-
llorcement officer at the Ballard
County Wildlife Refuge whedul-
1116 for Monday was postponed.
Instead. the Fish and Wildlife
Commission heard Chandler tell
about the incident that led to
the charges by Thomas Der. 4.
The charges were later dismissed
In Ballard County Court.
The meeting was closed to 'he
prise but Chandler wild after
(Continued on Page Four)
—
Wonders Where The
Paper Will Land Next
CIfICAGe) 1 - George P.
0'D:is: and his "impatient and
adamant" wife today waited to
see where the evening paper
woukt land-Lin the evergreens,
on the roof or through the win-
At the amine time they expect-
ed delivery of a new living room
iv/ from the Chioage Daily
News - in time for the New
"(Continued on Page Four)
WEATHER
REPORT
(- I DOWN
\Yam' Live
Southwest Kentucky --Cloudy,
, warm and windy with rain early
today changing to snow a n d
turning colder this afternoon.
High today in mid-40s. partly
efoustyandwedeinalateray mistilytonit f. low
to 25. 
r
colder.
e 5:30 a. m. temperatures:
on 40, Louisville 38. Pa-
43, Bowling Green 44,
on 39, London 31 and
die 40.
I, Ind., 40.
-
nal aeons) se A limit. All 110l•Litl A clii‘lk kJ Luou1L/ 
.Steseespansr
Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, December 31, 1957
1958 Fishing License
May Now Be Bought
According to Randall Patter-
son, County Court Clerk, the
1958 Fishing license are now
on sale- and may be purchased
at the following' places:
Hos.ery Mill Lunch. Like -Stop
Groceresesidorgan's Grocery, Con-
cord 'Road; B!akely's Grocery:
Earl Let's Cr eery; Porter Elkins
and Charlie S:ubblefield's Gro-
cery. New Concord; A. W. Smith
Grocery; Mack Tarry Grocery,
Dexter; arid Alber: Enoch Work
Sh p, New Concord Road.
Honor Girl Student
Kills Auto Driver
NEW YORK IF -A 16-year-
old girl honor student speeding
from police at more than 100
miles per hour in a stelen con-
vertible rammed the rear of a
$5,000 sperts car Monday. killing
:he ether driver.
The girl, Christine Nystrom.
deugh.er of :he vice preseient
of the General Machine Par's
Co., esraped with a cut lip. The
cfead man was identified as
Richard H. Sperling. 47, of New-
ton. Conn., manager of the
Laundry at the Fairfield State
Hospital.
Sperhing•s 1957 Thunderbird
sports car was completely de-
lietied. The *Dien convertible
Miss tlystrom was driving over-
turned three times after the
inepact.
The girl'S parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Nystren. visited their
daughter at the hospital but she
refused to talk to them.
Mrs. Nystrom said . Christine
was a senior and an honor stu-
dent at A. p. Davis High Ssshool
and the prtsident of the Youth
Church Council in Mount Ver-
non.
Asst. Dial. Atty. Mortimer 'To-'
dell said the girl wauld be
charged with vehicular homicide
and grand larceny.
NOTICE
The 0. E. S. of Temple Hill
No. 511 will hold their regular
meeting on Thursday night at.
7:30. All members are urged to
Dee Houston
Funeral To
Be Wednesday
Figal arrangemen.s have been
'irrade complete for the' funeral
A' John Dee Houston. who pas-
sed away in Deaborn, Mich.. on
Sunday morning.
The funeral will be held at
:he Max H. Churchill Funeral
!trawl Wednesday morning at
10:30 wi:h Bro. H. C. Childs
aficiating. The, burial will be
in the city -cemetery.
Pallbearers will be nephews
Cleo Ite.mpson, Edward Thomp-
son, Hue Thompson. Ralph Yar-
bereugh. Thannie Parker, J. D.
Thompson and Everett Houston
Friends may call ,at the Max
H. Ch ardnill Funeral Home until
he feneral hour.
Business Fairly
Optimistic Over
Outlook In 1958
NEW -YORK 8 - Businessmen
are fairly optimistic about the
outlook for 1958. a Un'ted Press
survey of representative spokes-
men for 14 key industries IthiaNve
today.
A few of these officials look
for a lower level of activity
in their fields in 1958. but .they
emphasize that their operations
will be well above recession
levels. Some of them expect a
record year.
The concensus was that the
decline in bueiness would run
its course by . the middle of
1938. with a second-half recovery
leaving by the middle of 1958.
with a second - half recovery
leaving I he economy slightly
higher on balance.
Competition for the consumer's
dollar will by severe in 1958.
which will make it difficult
'for companies to raise their
prices. Most businessmen look
for higher dollar sales but lower
earnings in 1958, as the profit-
squeeze. continues.
First Baby Of 1958 Will Get
Many Gifts To Begin Life
The first Mr. or Miss of 1958
has a lot of prises in store.
Fourteen prizes are ready for
the first Mr. or Miss of 1958
from the merchants of Murray,
just as soon as he or she makes
an appearance.
The Murray Beauty Shop has
a free shampoo and hair set for
the mother at I958's first born.
Boone Cleaners has $3.00 worth
of free diaper service in store.
A sterling silver juice cup
will be waiting at Lindsey's
Jewelers. Parker's Food Market
will give one-half dozen cans of
Carnation milk and half-dozen
cans of Heinz baby food.
Lerman Bros. has one full
dozen diapers waiting for the
first Mr. or Miss. Shirley Florist
on North Fourth street has a
gift of a floral nature and the
East Main Standard Station will
come to the aid of the parents
(Continued on Page Four)
Israel Head
Plans To Drive
Out Parties
JERUSALEM, Israel dfl -Pre-
mier David Ben-Gurion planned
to turn in his resignation today
In a political move to drive
two rebellious left-wing parties
out of his government.
sender•
the constitution to dismiss the
Ahdut Avoda (unity of labor,
and the Mapatn (united workers,
ministers so he decided to submit
the resignation of the entire
cabinet.
President It zhak Ben Zvi
would then ask him to form
another government and he egtilii
do so without calling on the
oy.u.erebellicitis parties. He would
be named premier again because
his own Mapai (Israel labor)
party is .by far the largest in
the Kncsset parliament.
The outgoing cabinet is Ben-
Gurion's fifth. It lasted for twii
years and 58 days, the longest
in the history of the young state
of Israel.
There was a possibility Ben-
Curb-in would form only a care-
taker cabinet since general elec-
tions are due in 1959 and are
generajly expected to be inoVed
(Continued on Page Four)
New Year's Day
Recommended As
Fifth Holiday
The Board of Directors of the
Murray Chamber i•f Commerce
has recotranended that five ma-
jor holidays be observed in
Murray by Murray businetescs.
They are New Year's Day.
Fourth of July, babe:- Day,
Thankegiving Day and Christmas.
Many eterce will be closed
tomorrow, however all of them
will not be closed.
The Ledger and Times will
publish • as usual.
The court house offices win
be olesed, however the sheriff
will be on call as usual.
The poetoffice will be closed
as will both local banks.
Several grocery stores will
close, however some will be open.
Firemen Called
To Lassiter Home
The Murray Fire Department
was creice this morning to the
home , f James (sandier. 207 So.
12th S rest. when an electric
wall heater apparently stherted
sue
No damage was reported to
the heater itself. Firemen stayed
at the scene Po about fifteen
minutes until all danger of fire
',vas passed.
The incident occurred at 8:00
this In irning
City And County
Schools To Resume
Classes Thursday
City and county ,eho.,ls, will
resume classes on Thursday.
January 2 after a holiday of
about two weeks.
The college a n d Training
School will resume their classes
:he following Monday.
Students were released for the
Christmas holidays the Wednes-
day bef ire Christmas.
County Man
Passes Away
William "Henry" Shul:z. age
75, passed away Monday night
at 8:30 at the hiene of a son.
Connie Shultz. Farifiington, ,Rt. I.
from compiicati&in8,jol.kiwing an
extended illneslid-
He is survived by one daugh-
ter. Mrs. Itenee D owns, Detroit,
Mich.; two sons, Connie and
Bonnie Shultz. Farmington; four
sisters, Mrs. Edna Dublin, Mur-
ray, Mrs. Effie McClain. Lynn-
ville. Mrs. Jennie Shankles,
Mayfiekl, Lizzie Gutherie, Me-
tropolis. Ill.; two brothers. Cey-
lon and Dewey Shultz. Lynnville;
eleven grandchildren and Iwo
great -gra neeshi ldren.
He was a member of the Bell
City Church of Christ where the
funeral will be conducted Wed-
nesday at 210 'p.m. Burial will
be in She Young Cemetery.
Friends may call at the home
of his son. Connie Shultz, Fami-
ington Route I.
The Max H. Churchill Funeral
Herne has charge of the funeral
arrangements.
•-•1;
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Order Altered
For Highway
Construction
FRANKFORT /IP -Stale Com-
missioner of Highways James W,
Martin Monday modified an ord-
er barring work on private prop-
erty issued in his drive to revise
department operations.
MirtJn earlier had staled flat-
ly that no work would be iine
off state highway rights of way.
On Monday he said the de-
parten'ent employes may do work
on private property in certain
Cases. The conditions listed by
Martin are:
"Where. . . by reason id changes
in grades ra property owner's
access is impaired we may prop-
erly follow the practice if elimi-
nating any damage to him-even
though doing se may necessitate
grading of the right of way.
"Entrances to schools. curries
teries. churches may properly be
constructed even though some
of the work must be done off
the right of way if the objeetive
(Continued on Page Four)
Presbyterians To
Begin New Year
With Family Supper
The membership of the Col-
lcae PresOyserian Church will
Login 1858 by having a family
supper at ,he church, on
hut- ay evening. January 2, a:
8:30 p.m. •
Miss eszina Sentsr. Murray
S.aic Celle-se Library Science
fest-oar. will be the speaker of
he evening and bring a program
- n Preesty.erian National Mis-
seine She will include many of
he th.nas she saw on her trip
:est summer of the Sou.h and
WE it a. which time - she visited
-me of . he National Mission
. etions.
AU Sm mberi are urged to
kin in 'his family centered ac-
:iiity of 'Their 'church.
Live Grenade
Kills Small Boy
cov)awoo spr.INGS, Coto.
-- Eleven-year old Donald
Kr, ter played snldler with a
live hand grenade Monday It-
blew off his hands and killed
fem.
CosiaTdV. mu. er
'-t: in their cioset, epparently left
by oar of the sold.ers from
Fert Carson. Colo., who had
Ikeed in the tense.
-I hope that soldier has this
on his conscience as long as
he -lives," she said. "I know I
will."
The three other boys in the
family, who wat ed Deinald pull
the pin on th enaAe, bák
sff in fear an sZaped sere
.11juries.
it exploded cicse to his chest,
blew off his hands and drove
metal fragments into his chest
and stomach:
Dona'd tottered into the house
screaming:
'Mommy. I'm dead- Fm.'llead"
The boy collapsed, and he died
45 minutes later under surgery
The previous night, the boys
showed the grenade to Victor
Jech. Donald's stepfather, who
said he didn't know what it
was. Police said Jech, a window
cleaner, threw the grenade under
bed, not thinking it was dang-
erous.
Bus Firm Drops
Gracey-Marion
Service
Ike Has No
Intention
Of Resigning
By MERRIMAN SMITH
United Press White House Writer
GE-TYSBURG. Pa. IP -Pres-
ident Eisenhower has rat intent
- :...n of resigning. •
He ttoesn't even think in such
errns these days.
He sees no reason why he
,h-sed resign:
As fir as h:s phyral candi-
'ion is c-neerned he feels more
than adequate for the job: His
doctors c..neur in .his confidence
risenh .wer does not regard
himself as a "par.-time presi-
dent' any m re teen :he late
Prr 3:dent Fran'clin D. Roosevelt
regarded h:mseW as port-lime
..s:cau-e of his frequen: week-
ends in Hyde Park. N.Y.. or
f:rrner President Truman and
h's f.,n.iness fur week ends an
.ht White House yashs r long
hel:days in .Key Wes:, Fla.
Such cs the basic ph.losoptis
CS1-Bxesetesesse 
as he is pelted. Largely by Dem-
..erat.s and to a lesser degree
by members of his own party,
f r a st s'epreing out of attire
-biontrec s recurrent illnesses
and frequent absences from his
White House desk.
The United Press- le able to
report the President's attitude
after long talks with some of
is c ser friends and -admini-
stration associates who are in
fregaen if no: daily contact
with him.
The Piesident's feehngs could
change with a heart flutter, but
(Cont1ein Pone)
------- - —
New Association
FRANKFORT - The Depart-
ment of Motor Transportation
granted Western Kentucky Stag-
es of Murray, Permission to
abandon bus service from Gracey
to Marion over Ky. 128. 128 and
91, a distance of 39 miles. Del-
mer Nen, assistant commissioner
said.
The route was abandoned. !son
added. when Western Stages in-
troduced evidence that the cp-
eration was unprofitable
On Lake Firmed
The charter ter a new associa-
tion' of resort operators and other
businesses in the Kentucky Lake
area was recently approved by
Thelma L. Stovall, Secretary of
State.
The new association. The Ken-
Allay Lake Vacation Land. Inc.. 
replaces the Aurora - Jonathan
Creek Association which has
been active- for the past four
years in promoting the Kentucky
Lake area. The membership is
the new association covers a
four-county area composed of
Calloway. Marshall. Trigg and
Gloves counties.
The purpose and objective of
the Kentucky Lake Vacation
Land. Inc. is to _promote the
Kentucky Lake area as t he
choice vacation land of mid-
America. Plans have been com-
pleted for the association to
participate in both the Chicago
Boat Show and the St. Louis
Sportsmen's Show, to be held
This winter.
International Geophysical Year Turns
Up Many Facts About Old Mother Earth
WASHING l'ON WO- The is the International Geophysical
earth .is cracked. • Year IGY. It started &est July
Under the tidal influence, of I and cornea to an end next Dec.
the moon, its skin crawls and 31. No formal official •progess
heaves. revert has" yet been made, but
It is pelted without !surcease one is being prepared and will
by particles billions of . times be released 'here in the next few
mere energetic than a splitting weeks.
uranium atom. Sputniks Most Sensational
Intense electric currents peel- The most sensational achieve-.
exiically ring it. ments of the IGY's first six
It and all the other spinning months were the launching if
planets wheel on their courese Soviet satellites on Oct. 4 and
within an envelope of thin hot Nov. 3. They stirred the world-
gas flung into space by the sun, and intensified the cold war be-
These are a few nuggets of in- tween politicians of the East and
formation gleaned from an im- West because of the implications
Mense store of information ac- they contained of Soviet power
tamulaed in the first six months in the field of military rocketry.
of the greateet scientific yen- But any pubhc diseriay over
tore ever undertaken by man. the Russian mums has not "im-
This venture, designed to learn paired the relations" among
everything possible about the scientists of the East and West
my-etrious earth and the even who are working together in
stranger space in which it moves, IGY. • '
FY Figo g - CoeY FA D D— C. PY Fot 0E0
°Mat is the word of Hugh
Odietriew. executive director -of.,
She U. S. National Committee
for the International Geophysical -
Year.. ,
From ;fie start. Odishaw 'old -A
the United Prees. "there have
been amicable and cooperative
relations among IGY nations,
and those relations continue."
Participating nations now num-
ber 87. including the United
States and the USSR. More than
2.500 scientific stations have
been set up from pole to pole,
ocean to ocean. hemisphere to
hemisphere. Space itself has
been assaulted.
Stations Cary
A sjation may be anything
from an elaborate camp like the
one the Americans have at the
South Pole or a hanstful of men
on an ice floe in he arctic.
(Continued On Pogo Four)
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TUESDAY — DECEMBER 31. 1957
A BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
Thou art near, 0 Lord; and they com-
mandments are truth. Psalm 119:151.
He is so near that we can hear his whis-
pered guidance. Conscience is His voice.
Ten Years Ago Today
Ledger di Times File
Mrs. Etta Cooper Taylor. 67, wife of the late Burnett
Taylor. died at .the home of her sister. Mrs. Zelna Brown.
The W. D. Sykes home on Broad Street was the set-
ting Sunday. December 28, for the Sykes family reunion.
Mrs.. Lawrence Jacobs of Paducah returned home
today following a Christmas visit with her sisters Miss
Mary Shipley and Mr_and Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield.
Miss Ruth Swann of Statesville, N. C., visited Robert
Swann and family Monday and Tuesday.
Approximately one-half million pounds of tobacco
were delivered by growers Monday to the five local
sales floors for the first sale which began January 5.
ISM
Today's Sport Parade4
My OSCAR rum.=
emus Moo Illost% aim 1
NEW YORK tr -Lew .Bur- sixth NHL scor.ng championship
d41.. he mar: frem 'Nes: Vir-; and ..h.ni most talu..ble player
giButi m •untaar.., ..h.) made Mil-; trophy even in ugite Maurice
vegukee's come! (The Rocket i Renard passed.:he
:roe. gets th t. . .he s.ratesphcrtic 500-g .Lai mark.
a 'Allele 4 ate: Track and Field
re k I bb „ n Eng:and
The bg p...h.r 1t n N. - ...as the man. ._ovening tne workl
Pittsburgh 71 Manhattan 63V4• ‘'"•• 114-" n r ....e rezond t.s 3:57.2. even
C. r.necticut 74 Nev. Yerk U. 68uy worming• three Wend Be Gut avsk: erased
game..frunl tn'e"Y 1.3"4- orriedue Warm.rdam's 13-year- Big Eight Tournament
d vault reco'd weat a 16 at Kansas CityIn tne process he peened 24e;
C abet-cues omaags and eu,s Inch leap. I *erne Final Round
ansas St. 88 Nebraaka 57became oie first moo Ict start
Kansas 55 Iowa St. 48and won three gaMet• in the •
claessic since Stan Cdr*. college Basketball
.1,1.-,ouri 83 Princeton 71
Consolation
-4-anaria-alut-o-rit 192U.
It ra ner. s Ratings ek.ahi.n.a 53 Colorado 52
a:M pa:: rrnerice s.f 195 Queen City Tournament , 
Sp.r. t .pr. Inc eater Ni'..- ;;I: _ _ United at Buffalo. N.Y.
is. were: Pres . ..• bask.- L., .. re! tugs , First Round
Boxing • Iwath firet-place rates and won- Syracuse 83 Canisitis 73
Let .records through Dec. 28 in I, wa 73 Cernell 68
paremthrses Sugar Bowl Tournament
1. Kansas .19i (51-0  
Points at New Orleans, La.
312 , .• First 'Round
Team 
2 Kanas State (4, 19-01 _278 Maryland 71 Vanderbilt 56
3 North Cielina i3, (8-1) 241 ,Memphis St 65 Goola 'La I 63
4. West Virginia t3) 18-0) . 232 Hoosier Classic Round - Robin
5. San Francisco i 41, 9-1 212 at Indianapolis
6. Michigan St'ate (2) 47-0) .156 Purdue 83 Buller 78
College Basketball
Results
By UNITED PRESS
All-College Tournament
at Oklahoma City
Championship
San Franeeece al) Ok ('14 43
Consolation
Niagara 66 Tula 49
loatei St. 65 Dun er 61
Weseen Kentucky 78 Tulane 72
Chem Classic at Raleigh, N. C.
' Championship
N. Carolina 39 N. Carelina St
Consolation
Duke. 79 Wake Forest 75
Duquesne 68 'Sewn Hall 65
Northwestern 66 St. Louis 53
Southwest Conference Tourna•
meat at Houston, Tex.
Championship
Texas Christian 57 Rice 55
Consolation
Arkansas 71 Texas Tech 67
l'exas A&M 81) Baylor 63
Southern Methodist 63 Texas 75
Louisiana Invitational Tourna•
mint at Shreveport
Championship
Lousiana T 41 N.W. La. St. 40
Consolation
Tennessee Tech 69 Citadel 60
Midwest T meat
at Terre Haute Ind.
Championship
Indiana St. 63 Bellarnune 70
Consolation
Bee:twin-Wallace 77 Fianklin
Far West Classic
at Corvallis. Oregon
Championship
St. 65 Utah 63
Consolation
Washington 66 Yale 51
Motor City Classic at
Championship
Grergia Tech 7U Detroit
Consolation
Marquette 82 Columbia 58
Richmond Invitational
at Richmond. Va.
Championship
LaSalle 59 Richmond 55
. Consolation
' 88 Penns) Ivania 64
Holy Cross Invitational
at Worcester. Mass.
Oregon
Championship
69
Detroit
15
30
irarin.n Etas.Lo was thv . figh:er
Tic year a :thou: a question.
, Succioisfuely defended the
welter* e,16-1 . champ. onatip a-
ga.net J. tunny Saxton and then
won the mmeLewinght crown in
a slaateng. ba-ertng bee against
Sui.ar Hay It •tens .n. .
Racing
W1A'At: Martacit took the
laurels as the leading jockey for
1G Temple i6. 40 Wy.irr.irig 93 Wisc((nstn 65 .se turd year in a row. F.r-.he
Second 10 teams - 11. Org n Mscnigan 78 New Mexico 66.gc•Iiid sot:tight year nov led in
State. 28 12. Utah. 27. 13 Ti-xa. Mississippi St. Tournament
Christian. 20. 14. Oklah-ana S•a•e. at Strakeyille
14 IA keistoeite L6.. ik, Chernp.onsWis -
Holy Cross 77 leartinouth 72
Consolation ,
Colgate. 60 Elioan 66
 oils T meet
at Evansville. Ind.
Championship
Evansville 82 1- RAI.. S.
. Consolation
William & Mar) 76 Murray St. 66
Holiday Festival at New York
Semi-Final Round
California 00 Dayton 55
lempte 91 Seattle 73
Consolation
80
•
• et
stakes and melee won. setting
a rec'r at.th 44 stakes and
vfmn•hg more Than. $3.uou.oeu.
• Football
It--•Pus Junnr.y, enoas it:as
Baltimore Colts i'dri .rig ..n.r pros
and 4,..*sony Crow if :he Texas
A.grints among the csoLefoans,
er,eas. who three y CarS ag., was
p..0 mg sande .t f tor $11
a garlic. in ois.th 24 touch-
dean pasato and 2.5150 Yards
gained passong. Cr..w -tarried the
Ailitiva into the dolor Bowl
- againet Tennessee and wt a s
everyboda's player at tee year.
Basketball
1*,b Cousy ;mien* :he pros
anti Wu. (Th Stil.i Chamoer-
lain amtng 'Orit ge'
the nod her(' Cause was ;re
sea- n-1 rig aperksand play -
teak. r and aim. led A:146,
it: , - Plittel,1 filvun
C .:}ce 1-e. NBA • (-tram-
r:ain was'ehe bilge', it. roan
et, .te .-n -celkoge rank: and. had
iie prcs dro....04 in pr epect.
Golf
Dick Mayer *was *he r
g dfer of :tit year- wen amateur
laurels to Hillman R,eibins.,
Walker Copper wn . a in 'he
I'S. Amateur .crown. Mayer
vi'.k&'d wale Ail et icescurey
by' .winsifiaa the. U.S. Own in a
play II with Cary M.Ittlee
• and nen pieltmg up *he $50.000
m ti y T1 111'.
a. rail (o s• .i.'er.
Tennis
Althea eLosen wr • tennis
histury wien a slasterig racket
.-hen she beeaurie the first Nev
• w:ri either at Wimbledon r
the 'U.S. champ.. n pre•
•e Hills Se did b
".me ease winch P 0,-
aizales at the t ip of thi
1,1 inal
14,41eitay
7. Maryland '(6-01 
8. Cincinnati t7-0)
9 Bradley 4-1
124 Nitre Dame 89 Indiana 74
117 New Hea.to Round • Robin
  54 at Albuquerque
13. 17. Calif irnia II: 18. Notre Missis-ippi Sr 46 Morehead St. 41
Dame. 6. 19, UCLA. 5; 20. Consolation
State. 4. .Missiserapi 79 Alabama 76
Others - Louisville. St. John'il
(N.Y.) and Illinois. 3 each: Mis-
sissippi Sate arid Dartmouth. 1. 111141,1-• 13 Miami (Oh..* .75
each Tennessee 83 Brigham Young 68
- Marshall 97 Washingtion lc Lee 73
Wasfi (Mu i 47 Valparaiso 43
UCLA 98 Oho, State 78
Cincinnati 74 Drake 72
Mich.gan St. 77 Siouthern Cal 67
San .1, 5-C St. 71 Ariz iTellille) 52
Santa Clara 66 Aril, re; 55
•
•
1111111111Patimer. a
SMOKE CANCER - Dr. Erneirt.
L. Weratr of the Sloan-Ket-
tering Institute for Coneer Re.
search. New York. displays
canrers on ear and secs of a
rabbit w-hich was -painted"'
teith tars condense,' frem cis-
met smoice. H•retufere only
mice have consistently re-
sponded with cancer when
-painted" with ctgaret smoke
tars This evidence was pro.
ired after experiments with
C•a•:, Howe of •+, 11( . 1 . rabbit* user their 
4-to-re.ear
IIII Wstg, seta the n.(1 ion his 1.,fs 
spsn,(Internale/rail)
•
•
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1957 Football To
Draw To A Close
By JOE SARGIS
United Press Sports Writer
The 1957 college football sea-
son draws to a Ouse tomorrois
but not until approximately 380,-
000 in-person fans have had a
last chance to root for their
neroes in seven New Year's Day
bowl games.
A vast -unseen" audience also
will take in the action via TV
and radio in a continuous barrage
which begins around 1:30 p.m.
(e.s.t.) and rolls on for about
six hours.
Ohio State, voted the nation's
No. 1 team by the United Press
board of coaches, meets Oregon
In the Rose Bowl at Pasadena.
Calif.; the Cotton Bowl in Dallas,
Tex.. offers Navy vs. Rice; Mis-
sissippi tangles with Texas in
the Sugar Bowl at New Orleans
and Oklahoma meets Duke in
the Orange Bowl at Miami, Fla.
in the major games.
In the minor 'bowl games
Drake meets Louisville in the
Sun Bowl at El Paso, ;Tex.,
INCOME
TAX
FAX
Keditutky Society of Public
Acciertantc. an affiliate of
the- Nationai Society of
Public Accountants
Mississippi Southern plays East
Texas State in the Tangerine
Bowl at Orlando, Fla., and Texas
Southern meets Prairie View in
the Prairie View Bowl at Houst-
on. Tex.
A crowd of 100.000 is anti-
cipated for the Rose Bowl with
Ohio State, winner of eight in
a row after dropping its opening
game, favored by 20 points over
Pacific Coast Conference cham-
ision Oregon. With the PCC torn
by withdrawals, Tuesday's game
may mark..the last between the
Big Ten- and PCC in a series
which has seen the Midwestern
schools win 10 of the 11 games
played.
The Navy-Rice game features
a pair of excellent quarterbacks
in Tom Forrestal and King' Hill.
Ferrestal heads a Navy team
which has good balance in all
departments, plus its confusing
"jitterbug" defensive alignment.
Hill is . as resourceful as For-
restal and has a favorite passing
target in end Buddy Dial, the
nation's leading pass receiver.
Navy (8-1,-1) is picked by
one point with a crowd of
82,00(1 expected.
Do yiou want to make a sale
now.. but hesitate to di, SO be-
cause of the additional tax yeti)
whuld have to pay this year!
1hen consider selling now and
reporting-Ille profit on the in-
stallment basis. You can make
the sale now, elect to report
your profit in the installment
basis and pay the tax on youF
mode as you collect the nista)].
'tents. If you make no cullec-
thins in 1957. then you will
have no tax to pay. In othis
wi rds. don't pass up an op-
portunity to sell now at a profit.
Make the sale and be sure that
eiiti collect 30'7 or less this
year. Then make your collections
in later years and report and
pay the tax on the profit as you
collect it.
You can elect to report pour
profit on an installment sale
in installments as you are paid
II-
(It It was a sale of real esta'e
and the total amount collect-
ed In 11137 Was not mote
Friday
Lynn Grove at S M5rshall
Cenc,,rd at Cuba
'Clinton at Aline
Etc-floin at Norte Mee-hall
. Saturday
Ceeage Grote at Hare!
Atomic Schedule
Honda/
orti eeriet. censtruction vs. Lyon
County at Kuitawa
-eii0 Hogg Thu Druggist v•. Prin-
t-04n at Fredonia .
7 itii Hardin ',Fr! May field Sun-
Drop at Milburn.
1.41 urn Trie at Cunningham
•. Ocei Benton at Murree-.
*
Beth coaches are looking for
a break ,in the Mississippi-Texas
game. Ole Miss i8-1-1) never
has lust to a Southwest Con-
ference team in a bowl game
and is picked by 2te points.
the Longhorns, who wound up
second to Rice in the Southwest
Conterence, had an overall record
ut 6-3-1 and boast a pair of
tine signal callers In Walter
Fondren and Bobby Lackey. The
crowd is expected to top 80.000.
Oklahoma, a one-time loser
this seaeon, is picked by It)
over Duki. The Sooners may
have to play without No. 1
quarterback earl Dodd and No. 2
tackle Jerry Thompson, bull they
still have more guns than 'Duke
can silence. However, the Bete
Livens, who had a 6-2-2 recoru
including a tie with Navy, are
near peak concutiun and the
game could wind up real close.
A sellout crowd of 'i5,(5)0 is ex-
pected.
The Sun Bowl game is an-
ticipating a crowd of 15,000,
the Prairie View 24.000 and the
Tang(' ine 13,000 for a 'night
game to round out the day's
act iv it V.
than 307e of the selling
price:
12i It teas a sale of personal
property where-
(al The total amount you cot-
lected in 1957 was not
more than 30'77 of the sell-
ing price; •
Ile) It.' was persional property
not of a kind who wilted
include in your inventory
at December 31, 11157 if
you still had it;
ci The felling price was more
than $1.000.
The total - collected in 1957
cannont exceed 30% of the total
selling price. This includes the
down payment and all later
payments collected in 1957.
If all the requirements under
1 . er 2 above are met, then you
can report your drofit each year
se you collect it. •
has is how it works.
Assume that you sold your
. mane in 1957.- This Mime ciost
you $111,000 in 194(1. The selling
price is $15.400. Your profit is
65.000. Undtir the long term
capital gains rates you are taxed
on only 54PA. of this profit, that
is. $2,500,
AssumeNthat you collect down
payment of 1ele7. -.91.500
You rprolit on this house is:
Selling price   100e7 $15.100
lass your cost  66.7e, 10010
Prof it 33.3e; 5;000
Then you would report as
your long term capital gain for
1957 $1,500 received„; 33.3'; profit
-9560. This woold be taxed at
the long term capital gains rate,
•hat 50'7, or 6250 would be
taxed. If you s'-lade no collettions
in 1957 nothing would be taxed.
If yell use this ystem be sure
to pick up and report your profit
,/T1 ye or collectiens each year Sr
Jou collect Mem. '
Moore Begins
Training
SAO PAULO, Brazil 
Archie Moore, world light heavy-
weight champion from San Diego,
Calif., began training here today
for his Jan. 10 non-title bout
with Brazilian heavyweight Luis
Inacio.
Lodge Honors
Aaron
NEW YORK IF - Out fielder
Hank Aaron of the Milwaukee
Braves will be honored by the
sports lodge of the B'nai B'rith
on Jan. 19. it was announced
today.
Bantam Fight Set
LONDON 1f] - Hogan (Kid)
HOSey., w o fold featherweight
champion. agreed today to meet
Pierre Cossemyns, Belgian ban-
tamweight champion, in a non-
title bout at Liverpool, England,
Jan, 237
Giants Sign Tackle
NEW YORK - Frank You-
so. a 250-pound tackle from the
University of Minnesota, signed
his 1958 contract today with the
New York Giants of the National
Football League.
!Lew conductivity and high
resistance to shock and staining
are provided by a new plastic
serving pitcher produced by N.
F. a F.ng:neering Co.. Anoka.
Minn. The complete exterier if
the pitChitr is molded from
Lialtvlite C-11
a
,
• -v
a
•
•
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Kansas Has
Two Top
Cage Teams
By EARL WRIGHT
United Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK '11] -Kansas and
Kansas State, :he top basketball
teams in the Big Eight Confer-
ence, placed 1-2 today in the
United Pres., ratings fur t ti e
sectend straight week, while
North Carolina moved up to
third.
The 35 coaches who make up
the United Prese rating board
based their rankings on per-
formances through Saturday
night. Dec. 28. Kansas and Kan-
sas State met last night in the
final of the Big &girt tourna-
ment.
Nerth Carolina, defending na-
tional champion which dropped
from first to fourth Fast week
after losing to West Virginia, ad-
vanced a notch in the wake of
its triumph in the Dixie Classic
Sauntay night. West Virginia,
unbeaten Southern Conference
leader, slipped from third to
fourth after a week of idleness.
Temple Only Newcomer-,
Temple, a finalist in the HOli-
day Festival tournament at New
York, 'was the_ only newcomer in
;he p.p.- ten. the Philadelphia
12.11 last week, advanced
to 10th. Utah dropped from 10th
to 12.5.
San Francisco remained fifth
and Michetan State held sixth
place. Maryland, a finalist iii
the Sugar Bowl tuurnarnent last
night, advanced from ninth to
seventh. Cincinnati slipped from
seventh to eighth and Bradley
from eighth to ninth.
Fur the second straight week,
19 of the 35 coaches tabiouci
Kansas as the No. 1 tram. With
poinrs awarded on a 10-9-8-7-
6-z5-4-3-2-I basis for vote from
first to Iteh place, Kansas col-
lected 312 points.
Kate Runnerup With 278
Kansas State received I is u r
Ili-7AZ -Once votes and 278 paints.
North Caroline drew three first-
place optes and 241 points.. Wee:
V.rginia was close betend with
:hree first-.place votes and 232
points.
San Francisco received four
first-place. votes arid 212 points.
while Michigan State received
the other first-place votes and
156 points.
Maryland. with 124; Cincin-
nati. 117, Bradley, 54; and Tem-
ple, 40, rounded out the first 10.
Oregon State advanced from
17th to head thus week's second
10 group. Then came Utah, Texas
Christian, Oklahoma State, Ken-
tucky, Seattle. California. Notre
Mune. UCLA and Iowa State.
A total of 25 teams were men-
tioned on the ballots. Louisville,
St. Jthn's (N.Y.), Illinois, Mis-
sissippi State and Dartmouth
-were -She-other teams thitt re
ceived votes.
Cards Sign
Burda
TUESDAY -- nIEMBER 31' 19170
Murray Knights
Reign Supreme
The Murray Knights reign high
and alone on the supreme throne
of the undefeated in the Atomic
Valley Independent League. The
big power of the league downed
highly regarded Mayfield Sun-
Drop last 'flight at Brewers.
Benton, Atomic's only other
previously unbeaten team bowed
to Feast Construction last night
giving Murray undisputed pos-
session of the undefaeated title. •
The Knights were expected to
encounter some difficulty in beat-
ing Mayfield as most of the
'Vegular" starters for the Murray
squad had returned to their
homes foe the holidays. Mikez
and Brooks were the only men
on the starting line-up that saw
action last night. However, play-1
ing Coach Gene Landon had an-
ticipated the absence of some
of his players for this game and
had made some plans according-
ly, by adding former Murray
State great, Garrett Beshear to,
the line-up: A move that was
well planned but equally well
executed by Beshear himself who
poured in 20 points to bolster
the Knight cause.
Murray moved into, a first
period lead of four points. 24-20
and enlarged their margin to
seven, 39-32, at halftime. Gene
Landoll led the Murray attack
with 23 points, 15 of them in
the first half. Entering into the
second half, Beshear filled his
pre-game billing as he poured
in 15 points in the last half. The
Knights led Sun-Drop from 10
to 12- points throughout most of
the - closing periods until May-
ST. LOUIS - Bulb Burcla.
19-year old outfielder from St.
Louis, was signed by the St
Louis Cardinals, for a substantial
lenms and assigned today to
the York. Pa.. club of the Class
A Eastern League.
Record's show the first r 'den
in America was held in 1883 at
Peces. Tex., between cowboys of
rival ranches.
Benton will be on the rebound
with "blood in their eye" hoping
to pack the bags for Murray's
departure from the' unbeaten
throne. All .of the regular Knight
players will be back in the
line-up, however, with an en-
tirely different purpose of mind
as they try to give their visitors
a hard thumping just to remind
the Bentonians that had Feast
failed to de-throne them, Murray
would have succeeded.
In Other Canes
Possum Trot skimed by Prin
ceton, 105-101, in an overtire
battle, Hugg the Druggist downe.
:he Lyon Couney Merchants,'
88-82 and Hardin won a forfeit
from Cunningham in the other
Valley game.
Mikez
Kiser  
Beshear
Landoll
Doden
Brooks-
Knignt
16
6
23
to
12
Last Night's Rtrits
Murray Knights  24 39 62 86
Mayfield Sun-Drip  20 32 56 63
Hugg the Druggist ..19 43 62 884
Lyon Count) 22 44 64 82
Possum Trot . 27 4a 62 92 105
Princeton Atoms 20 41 70 92 101
Feast Construction 25 54 77 85 99
Benton Merchants 24 44 70 85 97
E. F. Hauserman Co., ,if
Cleveland, Ohio and Reynold:
Metals Co., Louisville. Ky., have
field managed to partially close introduced movable office walls
the gap. mad of aluminum and point iert
The Knights' next encounter thut advantages include cheap
will be Monday night when they maireenance costs and Lae),
play host to the Benton squad. inetailation.
FIE1,D FERTILIZATION OF PINE-Heavy tractor r'equipment
clears 100 acre tract of Escambia Chemical Corporation near Mil-
ton, Florida. Controlled experiment. in tree fertilization may lead
to guides in yield increase, and cost reduction.
Notice To The Public
Our week, in regard to parking viola-
tors, will now end on each Friday night.
Parking violators will have Saturday, Sun-
day and Monday in which to pay fines.
•
On Tuesday, cards will be mailed to
violators notifying them they have not
paid their fines and the cost will then be
'1.00.
If no answer is received to the card,
warrants will be issued to parking viola-
tors and the cost will then be '5.00 plus
the parking fine.
This notice is to advise the public SO
that they may act accordingly.
CHARLIE MARR
Chief of Police
•
Murray Roller Rink
•
— NEW YEAR'S EVE SCHEDULE —
AFTERNOON:
1:30 to 400 p.m.
NIGHT:700: to 10:30 p.m.
10:45 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.
WE WILL BE CLOSED NEW YEAR'S DAY
Happy New Year
•
4
•
-Ow
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s Your Office Modern
And In Step
With Your Business
If Not .... Then Let The Office Supply Department of the
Ledger & Times help You.
Metalstants
60' Double
Pedestal Desk
The stow look in *settee*
furniture at a wever-before
priest Th. M•solstand
tioubl• p•dissiol desk is •
`Work -save r , time sever, notier
screw, Sakai onograsi (WA ia
Mataliic Grey, Ocean Spray
Grime or Sahara Ton. No-glass
linoleum sop in grey, green or
loupe. Ckedi these outneeding
hamoresi
Just Call 55
And ask for Greene Wilson, who
will be more than pleased to con-
%At with you on your office
needs. We have a wide range,
both as to quality and price, and
we do have what you want.
eit4
05950
Now Is The Time To
Check Filing Space
Clean Out The Old File and Make
Way For the New!
But This Takes Room.
See our Filing Cabinets made
for this purpose.
From One to Four Drawer Cabinets On
The Floor. Call Today.
e-
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
BOSCO, U I LT
ibularefttelte for the BUSINESS
or the PROFESSIONAL MANI
A business accessory that can add so
much to your professional appearance!
Bosca's Briefbag and Briefcase, both
carefully fashioned of the finest leathers
for years of sturdy wear.
$18.50
Capaciously crafted for heavy-duty
carrying. Hand-formed leather
handle, top-quality multiple-position
lo4k, no-sag frame support. Smooth
deep buff cowhide, smooth top grain
cowhide in ginger and suntan,
tan coach hide, or tan real harness.
Office Check List
fl Ledgers
fl Ledger Sheets
fl Inventory Sheets
• Desk Pens
fl Monthly Statements
fl Office Forms
• Letterheads
n Envelopes
• Blotters
• Desk, Calendars
fl Office Typewriters
O Office Desks
E Office Chairs
El Steno Chairs
El Desk Lamps
Perfect for the
business executive!
Four roomy pockets,
identification window,
card pocket and
two all-leather
disappearing handles.
Smooth deep buff
cowhide or smooth
top grain cowhide
in suntan, ginger
or chestnut.
$19.95
PANE THREE
Check Your Office Forms
As The New Year Gets Underway
We can print them for you or order them.
We can supply any type of printed or con-
tinuous form, register tickets, statements,
etc. We also handle the famous -No-Carbon
-
forms.
GIVE US A TRY!
Nets Steel "SALESMAN'S" Desk
This handset's* Colo stool desk makos It 4tasy to
organize work I Has four roomy drawers for stationery.
supplies or reference materials. 3 adjustable storage com-
partments, milder lock and key to prevent petty pilferage.
So smartly styled, so beautifully made and priced so low.
40' wide, 29W high. lr chap. Olive green or Cola gray
lashed astasel SALA. 
Ns. PIP•
onsoke mhos aid oafp
This Desk Is Perfect For
That Second Desk.
Good Too For The Shop,
Home, or Salesman.
$415°
OFFICE SUPPLY DEPARTMENT
GREENE WILSON, MGR.
of the LEDGER & TIMES
TELEPHONE 55 QUALIFIED TYPEWRITER MECHANIC
•
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WOMEN'S PAGE
Lochie Landolt, Editor Telephone 1685
Social calendar
Tuesday. December 31
The Murray Country Club wilf
bold its annual New Year's Eve
dinner and chnce at the Kenlake
abtel.
• • • •
Thursday, January 2
The Town and Country Home-
makers Club will mete in the
bome of Mrs. James Brown at
7 pm.
see.
The Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at tele club house at 2:30 pm.
House pkonts raised by the mem-
bers will be on .deaplay. Mrs.
Daf Hues an charge of the •
Pr. 'gram :-. "What Is New In
Pian: Ctintonere." Hostesses are
Mesdames Ed Past* Kirk. John
Tet-lor. V. La Wince, Clarence
Rohavedder, C. V. Farmer and
We:dory Waldrop.
• • • •
Monday, January 6
T h e Suburban Hanemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Don
Grogon on WhitneIl Avenue at
6:30 pm.
• • • •
Tuesday. January 7
The Dexter Homemakers Club
will meet in the home of Mr's.
A. V. Reeves at 10 o'clock in
the morning. '
. • • •
Wednesday. January
The West Hazel Homemakers
Club wall meet in the home of
Mee Henry Dumas at 7 o'clock
in the evening.
• • • •
I lagerty
oContinued from Page One
Nue tete whiote truth" about
eatioea' tecuritt.
"If a ceenmittee as expert and
authoritative as the Gaither com-
mittee has found the .United
Sheet to be in the grayest danger
ir hattery, the people ha% e
a ete te know the facts." he
said.
"Instead the people were geien
a crude brushoff last Saturday -
in the form •of an awerpretation
of the report by the President's i
press secretary." Clark said.
"This as one more example
of the way the adminiatration
msise upon •reating the Ameri-
can people like children—telling;
us vo e can stop w wring because !
'daddy . knows best' and wel
take care of us. Obviousolv daddy-
doesn't know best for we wkild-
na be' in the present peraott•
situatien."
('lark said • Hagerty distort-:
the meaning of the . report -by I
playing with words in a manner
'telling short of intellectual du- )
honesty."
'law questions relating to out
national security are far leo,
serious to permit any longer
this kind of casual and calavier
treatment." lie sale
Ni
SURGICAL
- WO-S-10-14-A-L
INSURANCE
Phone 1867-W
H. R. SCOTT
1604 Calloway
Represeete se
toss Men's Asse Co.
 9.1M.
LEDGER & TIM IS MURRAY, ZENTUCET
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Weddings
Club News
Arte•MMInenaonesmn•M•OWAIIP
Locals
Activitiea
Dr. and Mrs. .-1 ustin
Are Honored ll'ith
Open House Sunday
Dr. and Mrs. eaettg Austin
were honoted with a open house
given at the Murray Woman's
Club House, Sunday afternoon,
December 29. from three to five-
thirty o'clock by Mr. and Mrs.
Herschel Corn and Mrs. A. B.
Austin.
'the club house was decorated
throughourt with the Chrottnas
motif. The table was overlied
with a flour-lerigth satin cloth
covered with net. It was cen-
tered with a feuted crystal c ‘m-
pct.. wnosa neld a tall trianguler
arrangement of yeatow chrysan-
themums, roses and seeipdrag,
and wet flankoi with cryst..,.
candelabras, which head burnme
tape/FS. and two crystal puma:.
bowls which were set on silver
trays. Gerken& of greenery and
yellow ruses were placed annuli
the base of the centerpiece.
arutmid the punch bawls a n d
down the table. The corners of
the cloth Were caught up with
clusters of g ild grepes.
crysanthemums. and springere
The table uto eiocked by ar-
rangemente „f pehe in wha.e
metal slanderers. The piano held
an arrangement of yellow cry-
menthes:nuns and the registry
table was overlaid with a lace
el. th and was centered vatth a
silver basket filled with yellow
and Atete roses.
Greeeing the guests a: the door
were Mrs. C. C. Farmer. Mrs.
J. 1. Hoetek. and Mr. and Mrs
Charles leattelke Pre-swag a:
the register were Mrs. Atfreu
Lesisey and Mrs. Ed Frank
Kirk. Others asetseng us enter-
taining were Mrs. George Hart.
Mrs. Weil!. Cherbey, Mrs. Whit:
Imes Miss Cappe• Bogle.- Mr. C.
C. Farmer. Mrs. T Rowlett,
Mr. lioteel C ere Mtss Donna
Tuck Nita Peggy Sue Sarum.
Mies Betty faeie, Mae Rose-
mary Jones, Mae Jennee Sue
Stubblefield. Iles Slat Janes,
.n.1 Miss Fee:eta Austin.
Recce-mg the guests were
Mrs. Aueen. Dr. and Mrs. Austin
end Mrs. Corn. Presicimg at the
[ounce woes ctur.ng the after-
no on were attache nee 0 B.
Boone. Jr.. James Parker, James
Kart. Hawerd Teem :eta, And J.
I. Hosiek.
Muse for the occasion was
!metaled by idrs R S. (Pete o
Farrner. Loch., Bela. Over-
bey. and Mrs. Francet Johmen,
PERSONALS
Dr. and Mrs. Louis J. it ed
and children, Beverly. Botta anti
Garth, lave returned to 'Weir
Sonic in Knoxville, Tenn., leer
spending the Christmas holidays
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
%airier t Conner. 805 Sycamore
and Mr. and.-Mrs. Bernice Boyd
of Lynn Gra'e.
• • • •
'Mr. and Mrs. Bernice Waferd
and daughter of Hopkinsealle
spent the Christmas holidays in
Murray with Mrs. WILferde•par-
ems, Mr. and Mm. Water Con-
aer.
• 9 1 •
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Eder aof
Leu.s. Mo., spend tne week-
end with Mr. and Mrs. R. R.
Atkins; Mrs. lamas parents.
• .
• - •
Pfc. /farad "Bud" Tolley hiss
bom visi:tng over :he holidats
with his .parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Bryan Talley-. Bud' well leave
Friday to eoeum to the Fez-
simens Army Hospital in Denver
where he Is stationed.
Miss Myra Bagwell ea Chata-
nooga. Tenn:. spoil; the hal:thee
in Murray wen relatives and
friends. Miss Bagwell. a termer
Murray High' Settael teacner, is
now teacreng :n Chatantega.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs.
of Doeree. Mich,
day and Feday
. teth Mr. Ph:Stipa'
Flora Pt-I:Laps and
temily. Mr. and
C.erk.
• 4, 4
Mrs. Pr'.-' on
Greenwood, Moo.,
of M.'s Mayne:
Jo e Wrienatl ever
nolideyt.
• S.
First...
Leon PaLlips
rotted Thurs-
of last week
mother. Mrs.
his sister and
Mee. M. U.
1---Wit—irray Hospital I
Monday's
lows:
Census
Adult Beds 
Emergency Bede  
Patients Admitted
Patients Dismissed
New 
CitizensPatients admitted from Friday
10.30 A.M. to Monday 9:30 A.M.
Mrs. }enure Stimuli, 629 S.
Bleed Sr., Murray; Mrs. Walter
teleCord,.ht 3. Murray; Mrs. Leon
amith, Rt. 4, Murray; Mr. Hue!
eauhundro, RI. 3, !moray; Mrs.
Hugh Anderson, Harrah; Master
George Ltim Fields, 1107 Bell
Ave, Pewee:ate Miss Regina Lov-
ett, 14u3 Nest Main, Murray;
Mies -Jeannie Sue Parker, lit. 2,
Murray; Mrs. Thomas Herndon
and baby boy, 1104 Olive Sta
Murray; Miss Winona Sue Lyles,
tiaruin; Mr. W. A. Smith, Ht. 5,
Murray, Miss Judy Alin Shoe-
maker. 5u3 N. ;th St., Murray;
Mrs. kalmus Norman, lit. 1, Farm-
ington; Mr. Paul Wilson Stubble-
tield. Rt. 1. Aimee
Patients dismissed from Friday
10.30 A.M. Doc. 27 to Monday
940 A.M. Dec. 30.
ells. Dereterntvell and baby
boy. Ht. 4. Benton; Master Larry
Drat ten, ;. Benton; Mrs.'
'Harry Haneline. Rt. 1, Farm-
ington; Mrs. Laward Chadwick,
411 N. 12th Se. Murray; Miss
Lalata Luickhart, Rt. 4, Muaray;
John Imes,, Almo; Mrs.
Frank Peel anc baby girl, 807
Wee, Murray, Mrs. Lexie Mc-
Dame;, 3u4 S. 13th St., Murray;
Mr. Edward Chadwick, N. 12th
Si., Murray, Mrs. Marshall Cleav-
er, Rt. 1, Aimee Mrs. James
Puckett and bap) buy, Dexter;
Mrs. WaltetealcCurd, lit. 3, lidur-
fimmen of ray; Mrs. Elmira Smith, 829 S.• 
tees Ate guest Broad. Murray; elm. James lul-
u-he:we and tell anc Dab) boy. 206 S. 7th St.,
tise etteet,ett Murray; Miss .1,..innie Parker.
Rt. 2. Murray, Mt-. Holly Chris-
* man. 801 L. Poplar. Murray; Mrs.
Joe R. Name hie baby- boy, Rt.
4. Muir .t. •
complete record fol.
35
65
30
(Cont.nued from Page One)
wen . free wash and grease
job.
Ryan Milk Company is oftering
!violet full quarts of rich Sun-
burst All-Jersey milk for the
first infant and Love's Children's
Snoop will give an infants tines
or Creeper.
One ueek's fret diaper service
pearesta. is beang given oa the Superior
Laundry. • t •
A special gift for the New
• Year's lice ctuld will be &ten
by Dale and Stubblefield. Bill
and Deas Restaurant as inviting
the parents of the first. burn
of 1458 an f• or dinner. Crass
Furniture Company's gift is the
choice ef a trims chair or crib
rt re•••
The prizes are all set am:
the next move LS up to 1e58's
first baby te make his appear
anCe. 1.0..in on the inside pages
of today's Ledger and Times
to see the• full page announce-
item about 1958's- first baby.
1ke. • .
(Continued frees Paul One)
today he does not be pee or think
of himself as a sock man. On the
c /weary he Is restive a hen w .rk
ar bad Aeather in chill Geette-
burg present him from getting
out in the ieien and mime or
strutreg around his farm.
The latest talk af rebigt12',.ifl
Oared with a Sancho mete
r.a•emere by Chairman Emanuel
Caller D-N.Y. I of the House
J:ui.c. ry C arnrr
ge ed that in rierldere realan
tetreperarily if continues t eoe
!what the co it called
e'president an name only "
The President regards tee as
so much pollees and is n t
part :culla ta2r ne t led by a loch
! statementa There have lo• en
many similar suggestiens s.nce
the President 5LItr net a mid
VARSITY
WEDNESDAY
*ENOS TONiTE*
RITA HAYWORTH
ROBERT MITCela
"FIRE DOWN BELOW"
& THURSDAY
ROBERT WAGNER • JOAN OWNS • EDMOND O'BRIEN
•
•
aa
(Ceettnend fano Pane Of6)
Year. they it pea.
Othereete—Ba: le' subecriber
O'Day •of suburuan /titer larest
tea -he own sterile
O'Day limed a letter to John
S. Knighe ed.ter and pubasher
of the News. mernanaing ho do
WrineAleng dtx.•.4: the broken
is.ridsev.
`Order. • •
(Continued from Page One)
is the relief of traffic on the
numbered state highway."
Huwever. Martin pointed out
that it is not the policy of
the department to econsgruct
driveways, parking areas and the
like .on tetteel detrict, cemetery
er grounds."
Martin said ' ea- department
uould hate to e- ain sn eafe-
nicht or re:ease tr‘m the proper-
ty owner before undertaking any
coulatruction off ;he right of
v.ais ' da•r•,tte to property'
Israel...
Continued from Page One)
up Ii,e summer of 1958. The
;tee-vivre would give Ben-Gurion
an opportun:1 • increase his
parliamentart
If he formed another coalition
government which would corn-
majerit he Paella
merit' he would have to cell
in the ultra-orthodox religious
Parties to loin the cabinet and
is unwilling to do so. A caretaker
cabinet eould be a minority
enc.
BenaGurien has had trouble
with the Ahdut /nada and Me-
Fern Parties foe onths. They
Lave opposed le close ties
with the Wet anti they were
akleretay. Dec. 23, y our sub-
ago no atm emptioye et your :agent
— she Furesit News' Agerwy —
with his umai ieck t feral
pee:tied our evereig estie on of I —
your paper ihnough the bring
ro.an LIKOJW 0 1.1 y wrote..
ree_dma your
paper. I am not .n that much el
.a burry to have hearthskte de-
livery,' tie said. •'
01.k.ty elm :tie mei/eery
a -seam swee: kid , far 11 '
waa a tine ianzeobul ne • eoukir,.;
pew.. tile paper'', a ade Ian:eine
a: the 
tin.)?.the as denuded our ever-
greeme. eselemed -the peent tie •
Aar et
tie haa a lonwina—he eau,
elf..-r;,Io 1.
$5. paper ,
14.16•.:4fiect 'with a -east,. •
preeniaa- Uy ...11€ news. agency
Us the window, O'Llay said has
wife net tetee me Imps. en t and
auerron!" arta war u "et fixed •
now."
The Ne.Y• printed the letter
Mooney or, tns• front page with
an anseer Trvfit circuit:alien ...cal.
Kenneal B. .1 ,
.14ans:on aerate:
eon concerning peching ,nstrjc-
I uOang ca refully consider-
ed. Ma:any: othale we expect, t ?Fro
port very gne aftirrn*:,ve
acti4n ‘uncernang your wondow."
l eppeeed to wohdraie al from the
Sinai Desert last tear despite
the heat y pressure of world
ateruion.
Let The Children
Read For Fun,
Says Edueator
by GAY PAuLEY
Upited Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK eft — Educators
erten are ao concerned with the
books chiklren read they forget
the athildrn, says Chant. J. Catl-
in, an education consultant.'
As a result, Calera said, the
child regards reading as a chore
rather than a source of enjoy-
ment. He feels compelled to
march for what the author put
into the book instead ox discov-
ering what he, the reader, can
get out of it.
Cralitri believes educators
should direct their attention to
:he children's:" desire's and in-
tereette.
The education consultant and
Frank Jennings, executive direc-
tor of the Library Club of
America, have. put this idea to
work in their new text book,
'Stories," (Hiarcourt, Brace and
Co.).
They said their book' is aimed
directly at young people. It is
designed for use as the focal
point for classroom diweesalon in
which the teacher urges the stu-
dents to give their Own reac-
tions to the stories.
"The reader must honestly arid
freely express what he feels and
what he, thanks, for in 'ems
double involvement he may best
approach _that kind of. under-
standing which marks the be-
ginning of maturity," Cahtri
said.
He said most high whooa liter-
ature courses are tigy - same as
sludies in the mathertiatios and
science. The teacher has tan e
answer in his own book and
tries to lead his students to
those answers only.
"As a result," he said, "the
students are told what they must
think about each story.
"In many -eances," Calltri
said, "when there are questions
a: the end of ach Story...read-
ing only to answer the ques-
tion."
In an interview, Calitri said
that with the text books used
today, it is no wonder that many
of our children stop reading to
watch television when their
homework as.signinents are com-
peted.
-There is no incentive for the
site:tent to read beyond the de-
mands of the teacher," he said.
-The short story in the novel
renrains a classroom task, and
an uninviting one at best," he
said.
Calitri explained that modern
teaching demands that the stu-
dent be emotionally and Intel-
lecually involved in his reading
and :hat the nest important
questien to be asked during the
classroom discuamon is, "what
does this start: mean to you7"
. "If it doesn't neean anything
but, work, both the book and
the teather have fatted." he said.
Hearing.
(Continued on Sack Page)
the meeting that "a let of un-
true stories have been told about
this matter and I wanted to give
the commiesion the facts."
The governor denied that he
and Wiallese were hunting in the
controlled area of the game ref-
uge after legal hours.
-Wallace said the meet trig of
the earimission Monday was
Concerned only with "thacssion
of prepoteali Segietletion affecting
the depa ri ment ."
Wallace said that principal
legislation discussed was a tight-
ening of Civil service regulatiere
as they now apply to Oa- state
Deparmetit of Fish and Wikl-
life lieseurces.
Kentucky's Women's Prete ;
located at FeeWee Valley. she
institution is staffed almost en-
tirely by women, including the
warden. The prison provides cus-
tody fie an av,rage population
of set enty-fiv.
teatieleat
Civic Center
In Town Is
Teen Center
SAINT MARTS, l'•%=-• BF --
A unique Civic center, valued
at $250,000 without a cent of
cost to taxpayers, has helped
curb juvenile delinquency in this
senall northwestern Pennsylvania
exrununity.
It all came about when 500
high whoul students accepted
a challenge and received prompt
backing from the Saint Marra
Industrial Council, a group of
the town's leading maufacturers.
Two year ago, Sylvasnia Elec-
tric Products Inc. moved to a
new plant location and left a
50-year-old, 50,000-square-foot
buikang vacant. The firm later
offered the old plant free of
charge to the town provided part
of the building be maintained
exclusively for youth activities.
Town fathers were more than
happy to accept the offer, but
felt they Couldn't afford to con-
ver the building into a Civic
center.
That's when the Mandrel
council acted. It footed a bill for
$107.000 to cover conversation
costs. The police de-
partment immediately moved
from rented quarters in an un-
dertaker's garage into quarters
on the first floor of the new
Civic center. All other borough
offices soon followed snit.
But the second floor was re-
served exclusively for the com-
munity's teen-opens. They set
about at once making 'planet to
furnish the place.
They cornered a used car
dealer and talked him into do-
nating a 1949 mode! automobile.
A mechanic rendered free ser-
vice to put the machine in top
shape. The youngsters polished
it into a high shine.
Furnishings Provided
Then they raffled it off and
cleared $500 as a down pay-
ment on furniture. When a local
service club heard about the
youngters' initiative, it provided
$1,500 to complete the furnish-
ings-
The kids were in business.
They began holding teen dances
Weckneeday and Friday nights
with an admi*itin charge of
50 Cents. When the treasury can
afford it. the Arnhem charge
will be dmppcle.
Officers were elected and rules
set up. Those violating the rules
are aunished by suspencens of 10
to 90 daye as -members in good
standing" of the civic center .
Recently, dignitaries from all
over Pennsylvania came here
to join local itfficals in dedi-
cation Ceremonies for the center
that was built by generosity,
faith and determination,
Fashion Notes
By United Press
Queen Elizabeth's visit left
scene hats in a rosy glow. A
group of felts and beavers were
designed in White With pink
satin roses in 'honer of the Bri-
tish monarch. Rose designs were
taken from the Royal Crown
Derby china given to the Queen
last Spring.
TOURHSTS -BOOST INCOME
'ITESDAY — D6CEMBER 31, 
195__
spoxing gas aid atomic parlaist
International • iatindreds thousande Miles
Into space at speeds of 500
nikst a sec ,
nutiputu,kes aas.catimuch energy as ldv
bombs.
—A never - before - melee--
ted ocean current flows mere
than 4,500 feet beneath the At-
lantic's Gulf stream. It is slowae
than the Gulf stream and iii 'eel
4111c adirectibilhoun.
- -Explorers discovered a ridge
5,000 feet high under the Arctic
Ocean.
—The lowest temperature ever
recorded, 102.1 degrees below
zero Farentheit, was rported from
the South Pole Sept. 17.
—New evidence indicates the
sun's hot corona' gases envek
the Whole solar systern, and pm!
vide a medium for reflecting ra-
dio waves back to earth fr,m
attitudes of thou:studs of miles.
This gas envelope is so thick
that the .ternperature of its indi-
vidual particles has lathe heat-
ing 
effect.
Increase Man's Mastery
—Study ,,f st.-19rnie Waves pre-
ducted by U. S. H-bombs indi-
cates existence of an inner cat,
oof the earth with a radius
900 nrike. The nature of the
waves also indicated that ;he
pressure at the center of he
earth is about 58,800,000 pouncLi
per square inch.
ROME el- An estimated 14.
million foreign tourists boosted
Italy's national income by ap-
proximately 528 million dollar."
during 1957, officials said today.
The figures were an all-time
record. The total compared with
an average of $3,580,000 annually
auring 1857, officials said today.
The figures were an all-tune
record. The total compared with
an average et $3,580.000 annually
during the 1935-39 pre - war
period.
GETTING TIN LION'S SHAM—If trainer Bob Dtetch thinks he's going to 
get the lion's share of
ateghettl tied better get his aborfiera moving at a pretty 
fast clip. Ths scene Is at the
• anal Pet show In Now York's 1:01111411M. The Uon, Elvis, to motile .143. 
(international)
,
'9
sere ,r4.........4.04essnenones*
(Continued Frum Pete One)
More than 10,000 
wientues
from all parts ot the world are
working in 1GY. The cost of
1GY scientific operations akme
is stimated at nearly 600 mil-
lion dollars. This duce taut in-
clude billions of dollars worth of
, end -eueket-elatiln
used to transport men and ma-
ierials or to hoist setentibe in-
strumen.s and satellites.
1GY studies embrace 13 scien-
tific fields winch Odeshaw hus
capsuled into three major grouts:
"The nature of the upper at-
mosphere and the commis itself,
the heat and water regimen of
the earth which includes weath-
er and Clilllitte, and the earth's
structure and evertor." •
Odishaw considers the satellite
program, including the U. S.
launchings slated for 1958, and
the exploration of frozen ant-
aretica to be among the meal
important of the IGY projects.
In booth"-man is crossing new
thresholds."
Odidaw and his colleagues re-
fused to divulge any of the in-
formation already in the IGY
pool, pending its formal release
aome time in January. But
enough announcernehts have
been made by 1GY scientists in-
dependently in various parts of
the world to provide a large
bits-and-pieces sample of dis-
coveries to date.
  Gravity- At Sea
For example:
—The behavior of the Soviet
satillites indicates the atmos-
phere a fee! hundred miles up,
through extremely thin, is per:
haps four times as deneie as pre-
viotisly thought.
—A continuous 45,000-mile
rift exists in the earth's Under-
sea crust. It averages 20 miles
wide and Ile miles deep. It
caincides with the world-wide
chain of earthquake Zones.
—A means was found for
measuring gravity from surface
vessels its the open sea. The
first such measurement, using
new equipment developed in
Germany, was made Nov. 22.
Previously suds measurements
had to be made in submarine's
to quiet depths.
—Winds high above the arctic
hit speeds as high as 335 miles
an hour.
—Currents of high - amperage
electricity sometimes flow above
the earth after solar eruptions.
Rocket-borne instruments re-
ported bands of intense current
at a height of 56 miles above
the arctic.
—New pictures of the sun cks-
cased never - before - seen
features, including swirling gas
seems 200 to 600 miles across.
—The greatest ocean depth
ever found was reported by a
Russian oceaniograph le ship in
the Pacific's Marianas Trench.
The depth was 35,948 feet, or
Wheat 6e2
Discover Ocean Current
Cosmic rat's, charged "messen-
gers from space," achieve en-
ergies of several billion billion
eleiren volts. By emparison a
splitting atom in an-A-bomb re-
leases only 200 million electron
volts of energy.
_Itirge eruptions of the SUR,
- +et
sin d  release in 20
Theee are drops in- the ocean
if data the IGY is assembling.
Analyzed and put in their place
in the body of science they wig
provide, Odishow says, befol
ter understanding of the earth
and its cosmic setting." And
"this will increase man's mastery
of his physical envirgnment."
OdiSelaw also sees in ICY an o.
"unprecedented, amicable partic-
ipation of peoples of many na-
tions" that may transceiad its,
specific purpose.
"In the IGY," he nye. "man
is cooperating in tackling beer,
physical problems that pertain to
al mankind, and one can hope
that the spirit of IGY may touch
other areas of mutual interest
to all Mull."
Small-fry in Salt lake Cry
Wave adopted slim Skirts as 4
club sysbol. Sixth-graders . from-
ed a chit) and valed to wear tli4
skirts on Thursdays. 
For atorrie Installation Cen—
KENOAS
SERVICE
-
106 N. 6th St
Murray. Ky. Ph. 1177
A 1.• 101•M et
Western Ile•isselky Gni nle
SCOTT DRUG CO.
"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"
Corner at 4th & Maim Phalle 433
MailLzatir 
TONITE
ONLY!
NEW YEAR'S EVE
MIDNIGHT SHOW
* Doors Open at 11:00 - Starts at 11:30 *
• Admission .. 74e To All •
HATS! - HORNS!
CONFETTI!
* AND ON THE SCREEN *
* ALSO * 3 STOOGES COMI.DY & CARTOON
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"You will like it." Ilsis wife in-
stated: "The climate --even in
July the nights are crisp. And in
the winter, you know there is
skiing and skating. You'll like
the people. too -not only the doc-
chael and Tracy in unit. a and ,t0,14, though they are fine and in-
then broke off to laugh a each teresting men. Dr. Haws, the
other. Chi( f Surgeon, is a particularly
"You tell her," said Teo y. "I well-informed man. Dr. Girard,
think by now you know a much the Wei-nest, has traveled widely,
or more than I do abe t the Even little Dr. Dana that heart
clinic." specialist I mentioned is opinion.
"You could be right," he ated and fussy, but he's certainly
"For six weeks I've been s aking
up information, by letter, iy di-
rect talks to the men in t Meer
Mount, and through Tray) who
all• veritable apOtlithi f".1n-qa."
Tracy grinned. "Go at site
urged, "and spout a Mt oi iota-
lie. I'll 011 the coif/ • ii
So Michael. that even if •ii
•
•
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r FOR SALE I
BICYCLES, 24 in, one boys
and one girls, $12.50 each. Cal:
I010-M. D31F
Spinet Piano
BARGAIN
rihis fine Spinet Piano in first
:lass condition can be had by
taking over the small pay-
niente. Write to arrange in-
spection: Credit Dept., Joplin
Piano Co., Box 784, Paducah,
Ky. .12C
FRESH FISH. Leonard Wuod, 1
mile an Coldwater Road. Phone
1067-M. Open from noon during
seek days, all (12" Set JIC
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3 Rotee HOIJSE with hall bath,
insulated, electric heat, cabinets.
airmen/en storm doors, water
heater. To be moved off kit.
Bargain. $2500. See at 1615 Ryan
itie block narthwese of college.
Jw
Hoiiday Special! low bedroom
brick, two baths, airconditioner,
automatic heat, dining mom,
kitchen, living morn. Phone 721.
J1C
END of YEAR fabric sale. Fall
and winter cotton, blends anti
woolens reducec for final dear-
epees Lassiter Cloth Shop, Ben-
ton Read. J 1C
FOR RENT
5 ROOM mocitm house, uniurn-
ished. Electric heat. Phone 1826
or 685. J2C
Undurnehed Garage Apartment
at 719 Poplar. Call Clifford Mel-
ugh,. phorre 1336. J2P
3-ROOM HOUSE 2 miles from
Murray on old Salem Road. Rent
Chcip Mine 2187. D31P
NOTICE
SE\ t Sc.'. .r.g Maghtne sales
an I St.i% ice en all makes, lea
iiion Lynn Grove Road. Leon
lia Phone 934-4, J2C
LOST & FOUND
LOIS r: ?diet phone head with
out stand.Btheved lost on Maple
street betvicia 6th and 7th last
Thuisc.ay night. Finder please
'call Bethel Richardsun, 1917.
J3C
- —
IVANS feCDEL etOME
LONDON 11' -- Moscow radio
today painted a glowing picture
of the SI•Vlet home of the future
to teitise-shixt Russians.
It prediced houses made of
ghee which -will let in eltraa
viol. '. rays se that it will be
poa:.tile .1i sunbathe...even in
waver without opening the win-
d's
ELIZABETH 8 El Ft Ftrat NEW NOVEL
The Doctor's Hushan
C 1967 by Elizabeth Seifert. Reprinted by permission of th. publietter.
Dodd. Weed & Co. Distributed by King Features
CPAPTFR 'stresses that. They recognize that 
A le' af -es had to be la-
al 
TIIE : 1" 
ae old. familiar relationship he. ten, •: '•••, . • ta hems.. 
Lt.:reel'
Tracy and H .•.„ ii abea - ween the patient and
 the family and venous unancial matters:
perfected their plans t use to 
aoctor was • valuable thing. and they hall 'ranted 
their car for a
" new station %%aeon, and this had
to b, packed moth their personal
belongings. Many decisions could
be 1114.le imly after their arrival
in College Mount. But now they
must round up their instruments,
their books and their clothes,
their wedding rifts, including the
pink pig, now empty because of
the new car. But it had seemed
a no-emery investment.
"Well save all kinds of money."
said Tracy contentedly, "with me
kstepirq„ our., our living
gest es muce as it does in the
noel."
There had teen a little talk of
selling the instrumentz which
Tracy owned. Michael had vetoes..
this. And nom. packing her medi-
cal kit into a box, he suggested
that the climi• might have pre-
ferred her ta him, "- if they'd
known you erre a doctor." He
straightened, and brushed his hair
back from his face. "The patients,
too. probably they prefer you
here
•4iti, Michael!"
"They do."
"Well. children are funny. They
got used to me while you scre
the MT Force. I shouldn't be
surinsed but what the children
In College Mount will sometimes
ask for the man you're replac-
ing '
'•I suppoor But I'm going to
try ai inake a better Job of re-
pla• my: him t`lan I did you here
in the office.' He avoided looking
at Tray, ham ing bent over the
hioN he was packing. "I'd got
sorire hat out of practice with
children e I was in the serv-
ice, Tra,y. Though that's not the
whole story, of course. You're
a „ally go011 doctor. I shouldn't
let y011 idop isaing one, either."
Tracy was 4eated at the desk,
sorting thrinah letters. Now she
spoke .withoot turning to look at
Mat:act
"Ti stop iloctoring. ‘‘as en-
tirely rev iii, i and choice," she
New England.
Tracy tallied endli est about
the place, and especial • 'about
the clinic •s-1,-up but u slly it
say becama Michael ask. I het; I
leading question, as he : on the
evening when they invite. nomadic
to have dinner with then
Rosalie was not ver) happy
about their leaving, but a 'nutted
It was because she Wo. I mils
Tracy. ."X they east. rave aa
opening In their o.b. seri • 7 ib
warned, "don't be eurpria - to see
me coming down Trace pike.
.Suppewing, of coulees, tlie they
hare an o.b. service."
"Of course they do!" Cr -'d Mi-
eyi
"Will Michael be on hit-and-
puss call?" asked Rosalie. still
with that look in her (ye. Prob-
ably her tongue was in her cheek.
"Oh, sure. in his turn. He's •
good general doctor-a pediatri-
cian has to be.
Rosalie nodded in agreement
with this.
eTrlicy says I'll like It," •said
Michael grinning.
a cultured person."
"Whom you evidently don't
like." laughed Rosalie.
"Oh, I could be mistaken about
him. He's probably as good •
doctor as he thinks be is. My
main peeve against him is the
way he belittles the completely
charming woman who is his wife.
ed to Rosalie, with sin help 1 gate men to do that."
train Tracy, of course. They "It reveals insecurity within
Sketched the origin ot the clime themselves." decided Rosalie.
1
• ling room, hut each of 1,- will 1 "Is he • doctor" asked Rosalie.
r showed her the pictures they "I'll tell you somebody I do like
Michael said that he eanild up there," said Tracy. She WWI
taking over the erect, c styl smilirig over their interchange,
cc equipment of the tiara who - Thats this John Faradey. me
preceded him as pedimarii ,an . heel likes him too, from their
the group, ort espondence. Don't you, dear"
ut it's not the same sort on "lie lemma like • good guy.
up' we have in 0'0 sr nelts Ile's even promised um the dog
he explained. "T) • ••• se want to have. A red setter,
men share a receptioni era named Irish."
•• function individually, thoms we I -No. Lawyer. On the board of
all have privileges and oblie .nns the hospital mod of the clinic."
to the clinic." t "A young man?"
"How's the hospital?" Ili Abe ! 'mielhaaesiketodidheRrosathleiesalmatieghthinings. "
' asked. 
t, "A-I rated." said Michael. -Ve- 'ales, you dui," Mid Tracy, "and
eneyelve beds with a twent/ atria i I couldn't see why. As a matter
beg infirmary during school tiro. of fact, he bail especially }mune.
I wouldn't have considerei the . I'd say in his early forties. I do
climIc position if that sort ot -Vv- I think he'n single, but I can't see
Ice had not been available. fan that that's important." She was
your be t-tiaentioned famin blitrahing. To her own irritation.lec-
tor cannot gem adequate valve t Michael, in good spirits theme
_ not posaftris- -without top SIP-ilay,., wInkeil at Rdatille. "At
oat facilities and spectati ! to least," he drawled. "We're leav-
supplement hie skill when the l ing Howdy Nisbet behind."
need arises" They were-to leave on Friday
"Supplement. ' m II r rn a ad , of that Wega. Wareing to reach
Tracy "flat substitute. The i Ilk !College Mount on Monday.
reminded him i "I want to try it
for ,1 %/tele, it leamt. It things
incl. ate I sh,eld go hack to work,
nluays ca: '
bcheve that what she
we.: doing was the right thing!
For Item both!
U ill tilk4etel find the hos-
pital setup and the town of
College Mount to hie likirtgt
Br ta-1,:irn his reartinn in
triteorMit'• installment of. "The
pewee husband."
4.4
New Tobacco Uses
Sought In Bill Offered
By Lawmakers
FRANKFORT, Ky. - When
the 1968 General Assembly con-
venes, a bill will be introduced
to set up a project at the Univer-
sity of Kentucky to do research
into new uses for tobacco grown
in the state.
The measure will be offered
by Representative Gilbert W.
Kingsbury and Senator James C.
Ware, both of Kenton County.
They cited the increase in
foreigp tobacco imports, the de-
crease in the use of Kentucky-
grown tobacco, the use processed
leaf and the ever-present threat
of added cuts in tobacco acre-
age.
"It is imperative that some-
thing be done to avert a pos-
sible tobacco depression which
would hurt every citizen of the
state, city or rural," both men
said.
They. cited experiments in °thee
states where research developed
uses for major crops. One state,
It was pointed out, found ways
to use wheat straw for wall
board. Another used surplus milk
iti plastic production.
The cost of such research
could be charged as "insurance
against a depression or recession,"
Ware and Kingsbury said.
Nothing Escapes
Electric "Sniffer"
WEST LYNN, Mass. AP -
General Electric has . announced
the develepment of an electric
"sniffer" that can detect a leak
SO small it would take more than
20,000 years for one thimble-
full of air to escape.
The "sniffen,•' technically
known as the M-2 mass :spec-
trometer leak detector, was
imiginaily developed for the
wartime Al. mic Energy Pro-
I TV( Reviewer
Has Tough
Time Now
By WILLIAM EWALD
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK in - Until I
became a TV reviewer, Christmas
and I got along fine.
I used to hum 'Tis-the-season-
to-be-jolly and wait the call
of Amahl and the Night Visitors
and deck my halts with boughs
of holly and when a TV star
would twinkle his mascaraed
eyes at me and chuckle "Merry
Christmas," why, I'd just got
all warm inside and chuckle
right back.
But I tell you, Christmas 1957
and I have had it.
Squirrels Infest Set
I've been watching Christmas
on television for wore than a
weer. now and I figure I've
been wished 54 "season greet-
ings" and 18 "happy holidays."
There have been so many trees
on TV this past week that I
had to chase a family of squirrel's
out of my set. I know :lig woras
of -Winter Wonderland" better
than I do the pledge of alleg-
iance. 'I've watched Christmas
plays and Christmas commercials
and Christmas station breaks.
And NBC, CBS and ABC, I
want you to know I'm beat.
There were some TV Christmas
moments I enjoyed. I thought
last Saturday's Perry. Como Show
was done with-taste and imag-
ination. And there were "Wide
Wide World" holiday visits in-
side the penitentiary at Leaven-
worth, Kans. and a reformatory
at Chillicothe, Ohio, that struck
an off-beat note.
But for the most part, the
past several days are blurred
in my mind. I seenfPto remember
James Stewart on "G.E. Theatre"
in a western version of a 'Christ-
mas Carol' and I seem to re-
member. too, Jim Bowie and
the Pirate Jean Lafitte seeking
refuge at an inn where Christmas
was being celebrated. But this
must be madness on my part.
Let it pass.
Scone Celebrates Two Ways
I do recall that Richard Boone
celebrated the holiday in two
ways. Last Thursday. on "Cli-
gram. This new detector is
max" he was a detective' trying40
to crack a case he could
limes more serrartave and is
used for finding and lacating
leaks in vacuum or pressure
syst ems, such as electronic
tubes tanks, boilers, piping, or
other similar enclosures.
This M-2 leak detector is go
reliable and responsive it can
"sniff out" one part of helium
gas mixed in two million parts
of air in only two seconds, said
the company's develapment en-
gineers.
PRO111,E ANCIENT SOCIETY
WASHINGTON The Na-
tional Geographic Society is help-
ing to excavate caves on a Cali-
fornia island where man may
have lived more than 37,006
years ago. ,Excavations on Santa
Rosa Island, about 45 miles
southeast of Santa Barbara. in-
dicate man was on the island
about 29.65C years ago.
NANCY
• • • •   • g la I • 6 
Eel home tai ( is, Minute Hard
finally mad. it - ,turclev .
but this tin' streheee, iice was Partides Give
"Have Gun Will Trate I" and Alloys Strength
he was cele rating o .ay yule
with some 1' Write Inc.,
Eddie Feher slug • 'Let It
Snow on NBC-TV and over
at CBS-TV, Ed Sullivan almost
wound up smothered in the stuff
-tons of it all over nis stage.
televisioti inaeic. Lowell
Thomas didn't do so bad by
snow either - ha 'atid up
ir. the Arctic on "Ilta Adven-
ture."
Pat Boone sang Chi , las car-
ols. So did Frank Si' ra. Bing
Crosby. Gietle Mack( • i.• .e. Ten-
nessee Ernie Ford, Dinah Shore,
Dizzaz Deafl, ESQler Williams,
Patty Mac( riiiick land all sorts
of smiling •pie on the Lawren-
ce Welk S.
Ward 13, • • wished me "happy
holiday" his sidekick on
"Wagon la en." Robee Horton,
was caught in a windstorm in
Sioux country with ,Dan Duryea.
I thought it rather a giddy bit
rf behavior on the part of Bond
at the time.
Jackie Oakie grinned at me
a• thewcad of Wednesday - night's
"Kraft Theatre" and said "Merry
Christmas." And then Ralph Ed-
wards co hri with a guest
aie, ree:. like Santa Claus
and Edwards wished me "Merry
Christmas." too. -
RACE ODDS CUT
AGUA cAi.iliNTL. Mexico
-Round Table. the winner of he
first stakes start at Santa Anita
Saturday, has been cut from a
3 to 1 ceoice to 2 to 1 in the
Caliente future book on the
Santa Aili!:1 Handicap.
ereweigue
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MINUTE HARD IN
CHIC.ACC) Micrascep-
ic particles of hard materials,
some of them as serval' as a few
millionths of an inch dia-
meter, are helping metalFurgists
solve the problems posed by
higher and faster flight both
;Ranee age! missiles.
The metallurgists, working at
the Illinois Institute of Technisl-
':gy, spread tha particles •teu-oualh-
out alloys 'to 'form new high-
sereng.h materials which can
bear exceseive temperature and
maintain their form.
It was explained that the par-
ticls act in the metals much like
the pieces of gravel in asphalt-
pavement whi)u keep the pave-
ment from flawing under a hut
sun.
NO BODY
MIDDLETOWN. Conn. -fir -
Polies investigating a "body" in
a beat floating at the same spat
on a pond for several h rues
found Rebert McAlinien. 20,
Who explained he et•irked a
&ruble shift 'and was just try-
ing to get some undisturbed
sleep.
Colored gloves replace white
gloves in high society. Fashen
experts say the glaves let wom-
en keep up with color trends,
even if they can't wear t h e
'shade in large amounts. Mast
Impurtant color for spree; is
blue (rem deep to pastel.
MASON'S GREETINGS
the seasons greet trigs
Clyde in New York.
Christmas present for
Clyde is cared for by
R(FtECTED- Ward Ganutt. 13, spells out
on the iron lung mirror tor twin brother
Ward assembled a nativity scene as a
his twin, stricken by punt) GL: years ago,
the bisect of Dimes. ( I nter nut tosug
ABBIE an' SLATS
•
THE FELLER WHO GAVE ME
THE NEW ..708 SAID THAT
WAS NO END TO THE POSSIBIL-
ITIES. WHAT HE SAID NEXT
KIND 0' PUZZLED
ME,THOUGH -
WHAT WAS THAT
CHARLIE ?
-
/ i\\ \*"'7A
1 N
1.1L' ABNER
THET HAN'GOME, I DE FLiS7IC,
YOUNG DETECTIVE suiEvo
ME/P-HE WENT TO DOG -
PATCH TO IliVESTY-GATE
MAH STORY?!  
aacalWie - • est -
gal•Ms*.
WAITING FOR FATE-L. Ewing
Scutt (right) appeaell calm as
be talks with his attorney.
Basil Larnbros, while waiting in
Los Angeles for a jury to de-
cide whether be will go to the
gas chamber or get a lee sen-
tence in killing of his wealthy
wife. No trace of her was ever
found. (International)
Max. H. Churchill
Funeral Home
Service - Equipped
with Oxygen
— Fricniily Service —
311 N. 4th•SL Ph. 98
INOTICE
In order to give our
driver-salesmen a holi-
c:ay on New Year's
Day, '.'.t' teal not retake
home deliveries of mil&
on Wednesday.
RY IN MILli
COMPANY
Murray, Ky.
Phone 191
by Ernie Bushmille
THET'LL P4OVE AN HAINT
A CROOKED, NO-GOOD DAME!!
THEN, THEY'LL LET ME OUT!!
AN IS ONLY IN HERE. BECUZ
OF A 1AFFABLE
MISTAKE --*
•
t.
3
,16-\"EACKff)
by Raeburn Van Buren
by Al Copp
(..TVE.G!:-• YOU
CROOK,
NO-GOOD
DMA!!
1
•
/c,
•
•
JV •
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-
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Tuesday, December 31
The Murray hountry Club will
bold its annual New Year's Eve
dinner and ckince at the Kenlake
Hotel.
• • • s
Thursday, January 2
The Town and Country Home-
makers Club will meet in the
home of .Mre. James Brown at
7 p.m.
• • • •
The Garden- Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house at 2:30 pm.
House p/ents raised by the mem-
bers will be an &splay. Mrs.
Bat Huie is in charge eof the
pregram n.n -What Is New In
Plant Centainere." Hoseesses arc
 ••=40111MOIM1414•••*
Weddings
Cub News
Cocals
Activities
Murray Hospital I
Dr. and Mrs. Le•ua J. Iled 
monuas7
., citlaous record fol.
and ohadren, Beverly. Bede enra t ws: 
Garth. have returned to 'heir . Census
home in Knoxville, Tenn., after Aouit -Beds
Club House, Sunday afternoon.
the Christmas holidays
December 29. teen three to five- with 
their paren:s. Mr. and Mrs.
thirty o'clock by Mr. and Mrs. 
Water Conner, 805 . Syeamare
Herschel Corn and Mrs. A. B. and 
Mr. and Mrs. Berruce Boyd
A_u.stin. 
-of Lynn- Gres-eh-- -
• 4 • ••
The club house etas decorated
throughout with the Christmas 
'Mr. and Mrs. Bernice Wilfesel
motif. The table 'was 4%* er la.d and 
daughter of Hopkinseele
with a flour-length satin cloth
covered with net. It wee chi-
tered with h foeted crystal him-
pole vostecri neld a tall tr.arigular
arrangement 4 yeleow ehrs-san-
theenurns. reses and snehl.rager.s.
and was fierike,1 with crysee.
Mesdames Ed Frank Kirk. John candelabras. which need burnme
Tayeir. V. E. Windeor, Clarence tapers. and two ershel punch
Renovecider, C. V. Farmer and bowls etuce were se. an ilvar
Wesley Waldrop. trays. Garkinds of greenery and
• • • • yellow macs were placed areund
Monday. January 6. the abase of the centerpiece.
T h e 'Suburban Hornemakere erupted the punch b se Is a n d
Club will meet with has. hen down the utile. The corners of
Grown on Whitnell Avenue at the cloth were caught -up with
6:30 pen. clusters of g grephe yellow
crysonthemunss, and springeri.
The table was hocked by ar-
rangements ef pa.nis in wei.e
metal standards. The piano head
an arrangement Jf yelloa. cry-
senthernume and :tie registry
table was overlaid w A lace
creth and was ceritherd with a
silver basket filled with yellow
and whey reties.
Greeting the guests a: the door
were Mrs. C. C. Farmer, Mrs
J. I. Hohck. and Mr. end Mrs
Charles Cestello. Presacang at
the register were • Mrs. *Mama
Linty and Mrs. Ed Frank
Kirk. Others aiaiseing in enter-
taming were Mrs. George Hart
Mrs. Wells Overbey, Mrs. Whitt
(Continued feih Page One) 
Imes. Mae Cappie Beale, Mr. C.
ikaph aht, haaav truth.. about C. Farnisr, Mrs T en Rowlett.
Mr. liersise: .C- aleh Denna:io•tal secure,. - _
-If a chamittee as expert 
andTtk Mt P Sue Serum.
authoritative as the Gaither am- ' --"ss '7 -:y Rers
mittee has found the lanited!mary .‘.‘rin"Ye, 7:
Statesho be in the gravest danger 
_ 
faft. history, the people ha.„ ine Mies Feceee Ateen.
a right to know the facts." he, Retching the guees w e
said. -h. Mrs. Ashen i)r. and Mrs. Austin
"Instead the people were given and Mrs. Corn. Pros:cent a: the
a crude brushoff last Saturday
in the f am of an interpretation
Of the report by the President's
• • I •
Tuesday, 'January 7
The Dexter Homemakers Chth
Will meet in the home of Mrs.
A. V. Reeves at 10 o'clock in
the anorning.
• • • •
Wednesday. January
The Whet Hazel Homemakers
Club will meet in the home of
Vhs. Henry Durnas at 7 o'clock
-.. the evening.
• • • *
Hagerty...
press secretary." Clark said.
"This is one more example
of the way the administration
insists upon 'reatir.g the Ameri-
can people like children—telling t
us we can step werring because'
'daddy knaves best' and will I
take care of us. Obviously daddy
doesn't know best for we ekruld-
rat be in the present peraute
situation."
Clark said Hagerty distorted
the meaning of the report by
Playing with words in a manner
apthing short. of inteilectuetedisal
honesty."
"The questions rehting to our
nateinal security are far-' toes
serious to permit any linger
this kind of casuel and calasier
trehment." he sari
- AND
SURGICAL
.UOSP1.TAk
INSURANCE
Phone 1867-W
H. R. SCOTT
1604 Calloway
RePreSe^tat ve
"Cm Men's Ass, Co.
Dr. and Mrs. Austin
Are Honored With
Open House Sunday
Dr. her Mrs. Clegg Aueen
were henoted with a open house
given at the Murray Woollens
punch ousels during the after-
resin were Meedarnes 0_ B.
Boone. - Jr.. James Parker, James
Her:, liowerci Tits-earth, and .1.
I. Hosick.
Music for the accasiers was
furnished by Mr, R S. (Pah ,
Farmer. Misa Lerae Belle Over-
bey. and Mrs. France! JOhneett,
pernash.
I k e • • •
(Cent-jawed from Page One)
today he deers not be KI or thsik
of himself as a sick man. Op :he
c -n-rary he is r_.s:eve when work
or bad whether .n a' Ghtyc-
burg pees ent Ism fr an getting
oar in the spen and richng or
striding aruunct har. farm.
The lathe talk . .e resignatioe
1 a p 
Star ed with a Sunday night
statement by Chahrnan Fenanuel
Ceiler /D-N.Y.• ed the House
• 7- -id • " r ) h 71e4 .- .. 
• gehed -9e" M--a •-••
tests'', eara bey if he continues to
I wha' tlyie estigresman ifled
''preaderit in name
The Preadent rcgards 'kis as
so mtich pelt:seer and is .111.e.t
par .cularly nettled by .such
statements. There it a v-c
many' similar suggestions s:nre
the President FUft(red 'a rnald
 stroke lase Nov. 25.
VARSITY
*E',.CS TONI -7'E*
RITA mAYWO1R - -
ROBERT
n
''FIRE DOWN BELOW
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
r
•
EP+Ae
crN,....scopE tit) r-
HEFT, Wtr)R JOAN C91.11NS EDMOT) WIEN
1
PERSONALS
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tie
30Emergency Beds 
Patients Admitted 
Patients Dismissed 
New Citizens 
eahheanietileigt - from Friday
1030 A.M. to Monday 9:30 A.M.
Mrs. Elmira Smith, 629 5.
Stead St. Murray; Mrs. Walter
spent the Christmas holthays "SticCord, ht 3. Murray; Mrs. Leon
Murray wish Mrs. WiLteni's par- inith, Ht. 4. Murray; Mr. Buel
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Wafter Con- elerrundre, Ht. 3, Murray; Mrs.
nier. • Heigh Anderson, Hardin; Master
George Lynn Fields, 1107 Bell
Ave., Peoucate Miss Regina Lov-
ett, 14ua Nest Main, Murray;
Miss Jeannie Sue Parker, Bt. Z,
Murray; Nits. Theuhe Herndon
and baoy boy, 1104 Olive St.,
Murray, M/Si Winona Sue Lyles,
harinn, Mr. W. A. Smith, Rt. 5,
Murray, Miss Judy Ann Shoe-
maker, 5u3 N. 7th St., Murray;
Mrs, Lanus Norman, kit. 1, Farm-
ington; Mr. l's iii Wilson Stubble-
Steal. Ht. 1., Alin°.
Patients dism.ssed from Friday
1040 A.M. Dec. 27 to Monday
9:00 A.M. Dec. 30.
D.pi..rnwell and baby
boy. Rt. 4. klenten; Master Larry
Drafters, IS:. a. Benton; Mrs.'
Harry Haneline, Rt. 1, Fent-
ingten; Mrs. Edward Chadwick,
411 N. 12th St., Murray; Miss
Lalita Lockhart. Rt. 4, Murray;
airs. John Imes, Alen); Mrs.
)rank Pool aria baby girl, 807if Detron, Mash, felted Thurs- Murray; Mrs. Lexie 
Mc-day and Friday of last week Darnel, 3u4 S. -15th St., Murray.;with Mr. Prullips' mother. Mrs.
Mr. Lduara Cfiadwick, N. 12thFlora Phillips and his sister and
St., Murray ,Mrs. Marshall Cleav-Lundy, Mr. end Mrs. M. a cr, Rs 1. Anne; Mrs. JamesClark.
Puckett ana bat)) buy, Dexter;
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Elder 4
St. Louts, Mea spend th.• week-
end with Mr. and Mrs. R. R.
Alkins, Mrs. gaicr's parents.
▪ 4 4 •
•
Pic. liareld -Bud" Tolley has
been .viseing over the holidays
his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Briar, 1'. .y. Bud will lease
Friday to return te :be Fitz,-
sanons Army Hospital in Denver
where he is ate:home
• • . • •
Mise Myra Bagwell of -Chata-•
nooga. Tenn spewt the holeiey-s
in Murray with ft.:haves and
friends. Macs Bagwell, a farmer
Murray High henaal teacher, as
nose teaching :n Chatanaogh
• • . •
Mr. and Mrs. Leen ish:Ilips
• 4 • *
Mrs. Walter•McCurd, Ht. 3, Mur-
Mrs. Preston Hinman cit
Grieriwoud. M•Ni. ‘LS :he guest
M.ss Koine Whitherl ana
ray; Mrs. Limua Smith, 629 S.
Bread, :dunes; Oars. James Fut-
rell aria baby boy. 206 S. 7th St..
Jhe Wei:Dell ever the Christmas Murray; Miss J,,innie Parker,
nolulays. Rt. 2. Murray. Mrs. Holly Chris-
* • mail 801 L. Pupiai, Murray; Mrs.
,B,e It. Nance ana baby buy, Ht.
4, adurrai 
,
rst .
(Continued from Page Ono Order
with a free wash and gi,ase
Job.
Ryan Milk Company is °Bering
twelve full quarts of rich Sun-
burst All-Jersey milk for the
first intent and Love's: Children's
Ship wie give an infants uress
er creeper.
One eseeks free diaper _service
Is being givertrby the Supereor-
Laundrs. -•
A special gift for the NeW,
Years first chid will be 'peen
uy .Dale and • Stubblefield. Bill
and Del's Restaurant as uheing
the parents of the first born
re 1958 in for dinner. Cras,s
Furniture Company's gift is the.
choice of a :raining chair. or ere, I
mattress.
. •••
(Contemned tram Page On.,)
as the relief of traffic on the
numbered state highway."
• However. Martin pointed out
that it is no: the' policy of
the at:par:mem to "construct
drivexass. parking areas and -the
like n- school dissrict, cemetery
or greuisia." '
Martin said • department
ssuld pave to •.son an cafe-
mem ur nileass.! It s, the proper-
ty t.V. TX r before unoertaking any
construction , off the right of
•.• • sid damage fie property-
• • •The prizes are all St: anc
the next illoVC is. up te 1e58's (Continued from Page One)first baby hu make his appear- ea.„:„ the .umm" of 1958. The
ance. Leek on the inside pages electiens %%hied give Ben-Gurion
of today's Ledger and Times an eppertunity to increase his
to see the full page anneuncee parliamentary majority.
mete aleaut 195Ws tirst bete.. • If he forined another coalition
government which would corn-
srael
(Continued frcm Page Oafs
Year. they .
0:here-ace-Lee subseriber
Cathie eutouroan River I hest
teal he own story,
O'Day Bred a letter to John
Ss- )cnight, • edsur and' publester
of the Newse demeaning hs au
some-nag/ dhout the broken i
wasetuw.
"atonstay. Dec. 23, Shur suh-
empeaa of your agent
— Ny2.1.•ArAdta/Cy
‘,1 e
p.tched 'our eetheig edel on of ,
your paper threugh the living
:teen w moose." Co Day he ee.
elktaie 1 up.jsy reading you:-
WIWI% I am nut .n hat much ot
a hurry to have hearths-4e do-
dyer),' he said.
alsay sass the (lel:very buy.
• -reai s-A-cel ktd ol 10 at- 11
was a line eid—tee he couldr.'i
• tna paper th a safe lancl.14,
at the uo...r.
-tie ha. den..iths1 our. eVer-
VS-ens% chipped the paint 01: •
add s.oneetunes—vibt.r.
he ha5 a iaiavvind—tie care we..
ease Lim effect, tnAleAge: to A.
„ne piper on the riot," 013
Lissa...11.yd with a - "v-ag,
prurn,se the news agency
ex the window, 0-1.)ay said les
eife his became "Imphient arm
...u.amsn!_" and wants sit Sown
resiv.'' •
The News printed the letter
Mennay on the fesre. page wilt.
an. A 13V. er freak ,cirhureuen c.-
rect : Ksnne.h B. J..irriet,,n
, "Y eir sugar -
tiofl concerning pitching thstrace
•;up , being carefuay i• e
..ideigkerveralc
--
we ore,
pert ihrye s. At "*Arrre
aetian tinfeSna‘ntr pin( V4,,..frradow:_,'
. .
men he would have to call
en the ultraeor hedoe rentwas
parties to join 'h'cabinet' and
Is unwilling te de A caretaker
cabinet. would be • mItionty
ent.
• Ben-Gurinn has had trouble
with the Ahciut."-A-r-Sa strut% Me-
pans Parties (or •nths. They
•La,,e i.pposcd !t r.', - close ties
with the West ano they were
"jammed to withdrawal from the
Sinai • Desert last ear despite
ihe heavy pressup of wield
• •pins in.
Let l'he Children
Read For Fun,
Says Educator
by GAY PAULEY
United Prow Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK it? — Educetors
often are so concerned with the
books children read they forget
the duldrie says-eh:Ira J. Cats-
he an education consultant.'
As a result, Calitri said, the
child regards reading as a chore
rather than a source of enjoy-
ment. He feels compelled to
search for what the author put
into the book instead of discov-
ering what he, the reader, can
get out of it.
Chaim believes educators
should threq their attention to
the cruldren's desires and in-
terests.
'The' education consultant and
Frank Jennings, executive dliree-
:sr of the Library Club of
America, have put this idea to
week in their new text book,
"Stories," (Harcourt, Brace and
Cu.).
They said their book' is aimed
directly at >hung people. It is
designed for use as the focal
point for classroom discusaion in
which the teacher urges the stu-
dents to give their own reac-
tions to the stones.
-The reader Must honestly and
freely express what he feels and
what he thanks, for in ties
double involvement he may best
approach that kind a. under-
's...sliding which marks the be-
ginning of maturity," Cahtri
said.
He said most high school liter-
ature courses are the same as
studies in the mathematics and
science. The teacher has t h e
answer in his own book and
tries to lead his students to
those answers only.
"As a result," he said, -the
students are told what they must
think about each story,
'in many autarkies," Cakitri
said, "s-hen there are questions
a: the end of each story...read-
ing only to answer the ques-
tions."
In sin interview. Calitri said
that with the text books used
today, it is no wonder that many
of our chedren stop reading to
via:eh television •voe h e n their
homework assignsnezits are cum-
hoed.
"There is no incentive for the
student o read beyond the de-
mands of the teacher," he said.
, -The shoe story or the novel
reel:mins a classroom task, and
an uninviting one at best," he
mad.
Calitri explained that modern
teaching demands that the stu-
dent be emotionally and intel-
lecually involved in his reading
and that the met important
question to be asked during the
classroom diechm el as, ewhat
daesi :his stary mean to you?"
.if it doesn't mean anything
but. work, bath the book Ind
the teacher have reeled," he said.
Hearing...
(Continued On Sack Page)
thi meeting that "a lot of un-
true stories have been told about:
this matter and I wanted to give
th cyrrim MUNI the facts."
The governor denied that he
and Wallace were hursong in the
emirwIleti area of :he ghee ref-
ire, after J,egal hours.
Wallace Said the mee:ng of
the c- ornmiesion Month-. was
concerned only., with "discssion
essaielegieSaaeta a firs. ng
the dhoti r ment,"
Wallace said that principal
letslation rliscutKerl was a tight-
ening ef cell service regulations
ais they now apply to tte state
Department 41 Flan and Wild-
life Resource's.
Kentucky's Women's Prises
located at PeeWee Valley. i he
Institution is staffed almost' en-
tirely by women, including the
warden. The prison provides cus-
tody fir an average population
of sec What ve.
•
Civic Center
In Town Is
Teen Center
SAINT MARYS, Pa. — 1/1 —
A unique civic center, valued
at $250,000 without a cent of
eat to taxpayers, has helped
curb juvenile delinquency in this
small northweetern Pennsyheinia
COItt2TLUIltty.
It all came about when 500
high wheel students accepted
a challenge and received prompt
backing from the Sort Marys
Industrial Council, a group. of
the town's leading maufaeturers.
Two year age. Sylvesma Elec-
tric Products law. moved to a
new plant location and left a
50-year-old, 50,000-square-feht
building vacant. The firm later
offered the old plant free of
charge to the „town provided part
of the building be maintained
exclusively for youth activities.-
Town fathers were more than
happy to aocept the offer, but
felt they couldn't afford to con-
ver the building into a civic
center.
That's when the - indtastral
council acted. It footed a bill for
$107.000 to cover converMon
costs. Tae pollee de-
partment immediately- moved
from rented quarters in an un-
dertaker's garage into quarters
on the first floor of the new
civic center. All other borough
offices soon followed suit.
But the second floor was re-
served exclusively for the com-
munity:a teen-agers. They set
about at once making plans to
furnish the place.
They cornered a used car
dealer arid talked hirh into do-
nating a 1949 model automobile.
A inectesnic rendered free ser-
vice to put the machine in top
shape. The youngsters polished
it iroto a high Aline.
Furnishings Provided
Then they raffled it off and
cleared $500 as a down pay-
ment on furniture. When a local
service club heard about the
youngers' initiative, it provided
$1.500 to complete the furnish-
ings.
'The kids were in business.
They began holding teen dances
Wednesday and Friday nights
with an admission charge of
50 cents. When the treasury can
afford it. the admission averse
will be drepeeie.
, Officers were elected and rules
set up. Those violating the rules
are Otani-shed by suspensiuns of 10
to SO days as -members in good
standing" of the civic center .
Recently, dignitaries rpm all
over Pennsylvania came here
to join load officals in cc-di-
cation ceremonies for the center
that was built by generosity,
faith and determination:
Fashion Notes
by United Press
Queen Elizabeth's visit left
some hats in a rues, gime. A
group if felts and beavers were
designed -in white with- pink
satin noses in'hooner of the Bri-
tish monarch. Rose designs were
taken from the Royal Crown
Derby china giveh to the Queen
last spring.
TOURISTS BOOST 1NCOM
TUESDAY — DECEMBER 31, 1951,
International
(Continued From Page One)
sees.% irig gas aro atomic parlalraa
tieueireds of thousand:le of miles
• •
into space at weeds of 500
d release in 20
minutes as mien energy as e:•tilti
More than 10,000 ecientiets
fruits all partaael She world are
working in ICY. rise cost a
IGY .scientific operations 
alone
is stimateci at nearly WU 
mil-
lion dollars. This does not in-
clude Willem of dollars worth of
ships, planes, and rocket engines
used to trateeporl men and ma-
terrals or to hoist scientific in-
strwnens and satellites.
IGY studies embrace 13 scien-
tific fields which Odeshaw hua
capsuled into three major groups:
"The nature of the upper at-
mosphere and the cosmos itself,
the heat and water regimen of
the earth which includes weath-
er rualholunale, and. the earth's.
structure and inerior." •
Odishaw considers the satellite
pregame including the U. S.
launcrungs slated for 1958, and
the exploration of fruzen ant-
arctica to be among the must
important of the IGY projects.
In both "man is crossing new
thresholds."
ROME flP — An estimated 14
million foreign touciets boosted
Italy's natimal income, by ap-
proximately 528 minim dollars_
during 1957, o(ficials' sath today.
The figures were an all-time
record. The total compared with
an average of 53,581),000 annually
during 1957. officials said today.
The figures were an all-time
record. The total compared with
an average iif $3.580.000 annually
during the 1035-39 pre - war
period.
OUTING 911 UON1 SPIARII—If trains? Bob Dtetch thinks he's 
going to get the lien's share of
• a ar•aghettl lied better get his cherrars moving at a pretty fast clip. The scene ts at the
I. Waal Pet show In New York', Where= The Wan, LIvis, is LB rnontlas 
old. (littormattonal)
Odaehaw and his colleagues re-
fused to divulge any of She in-
formation already in the' IGY
pool, pending its formal release
some time in January. But
enough announcements base
been made by ICY scientists in-
dependently in various parts 4
the world to provide a large
hits-and-pieces sample. of dis-
coveries to date.
Measure- Gravity At Sea
For example:
miles a secon
—The behavior of the Soviet
satellites indicates the atmos-
phere a few hundred miles up,
through extremely thin, is per11
haps four times as dethe as pre-
viously thought.
—A colitinu.ius 45.000-mile
rift exists in the earth's under-
sea crust. It averages 20 miles
wide and 1 ai miles deep. It
csineides with the world-wide
chain if earthquake zones.
—A m.'ans was found for
measuring gravity from surface
vi-ssels in the open Sea. The
first each measurement, using
new equipment developed in
Germany, was made Nine 22.
Previouely ether hicaeureeneries
had to be made in submarines
submerged to quiet depths.
—Weeks high above the arctic
he speeds ashrigh as 335 miles
an hour.
• —Currents of high - amperage
electricity sometimes flow above
the earth after solar eruptions.
Rocket-borne instruments re-
ported bands of intense current
at a height .of 58 miles abeee
the arctic.
—New pictures of the sun dis-
closed never - before tn.' 'seen
features, including swirling. Sal
PITTIS 200 to 600 miles across.
—The greatest ocean depth
ever found was reported by a
Rusisian theirs seraphic ship in
the Pacific's Marianas Trench.
The depth Was 35,948 feet, or
about 6/1 miles -
Discover Ocean Current
Cosmic rays, charged smesscn-
gem fr im space," attneve en-
ergies of several billion billion
elhein hats. By comparison a
eplitting atom in an A-bomb re--
hes:hi only 200 million electron
%ohs of energy.
—Huge eruptions of the sun,
-ue packed into a billion be.: II-
bombs.
—.A never. - before
led OCOSI1 .CUrrent flows 
more
than 4.500 feet beneath the At,
tenth's Gulf stream. It is shoo
than the Gulf stream and inevee
in the opposite directiion.
--Explorers discovered a ridge
5,000 feet high under the Arc:ie
Ocean..
•, —The lowest temperature ever
recorded, 102.1 degrees below
zero Farenlheit, was rported from
the South Pole Sept. 17.
—New evidence indicates the
Ales hot comma' gaees
the whole solar system, and prat.
vide a medium for reflecting ra-
dio waves back to earth frsm
altitudes of thousands of niSes.
This gas envelope is so thick
that the temperature of its tette
vidual particles has little heat-
ing effort.
I names* Man's Mastery
—Study „f seismic waves pri•-
heed by U. S. H-bombs eel:-
cates existence . or an inner cat,
af the -earth- with a radius •T
800 miles. The risture,..ot the
waves also indicated that the
pressure at the center el the
earth is about 58,800,000 pounds
per square inch.
These are drops in- the ocean
of data the IGY is assembling.
Analyzed and put in their place
in the body if science they wait
provide, Odishaw says, "a WC/
ter understanding of the -earth
and its eosin ic setting." And
"Ids will increase man's mastery
of his physics' environment."
Odishaw also sees in IGY an 17
"unprecedented. amicable '
ipation of peoples of many ne-
tions" tfiat may transcend its •
specific purpose.
"In the ICY," he says, "man
is cooperating in tackling bale
physical problems that pertain to
ad mankind, and one can hope
that the spirit of IGY may touch
other areas of mutual interest
to all men."
Smallefry in Salt Lake City
Soave adopted slim skirts as a
club sysbol. Sixeihrradere. (nom-
ed a club and vetest to whir 014
skirts in Thursdays. 
.00,116
egi
You Can Have
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For Prompt Installatioe Cfl-
106 N. 6th $t.
Murray, Ky. Ph. 1177
A II. • 1444.411 of
I/totem 11....t•rit, Goa Ca,
SCOTT DRUG CO.
"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"
-Center at 4th & Main Plume 433
TON1TE
ONLY!
NEW YEAR'S EVE
MIDNIGHT SHOW
* Doors Open at 11:00 - Starts at 11:30 *
• Admission .. 74c To All •
HATS! v- HORNS!
CONFETTI!
* AND ON THE SCREEN *
TONY f1'1 viERA rvetur Pe
eele.
tele
I.
ToNYAART il:VERA-EilEN .sco.c7„ae:00pt
•
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N'Cl.F.,24, 24 inch, one boys
eel girle, $12.50 each. Cal:
D31F
Spinet Piano
BARGAIN
This fine Spinet Piano in first
:lass condition can be had by
taking over the small pay-
'tient*. Write to arrange in•
spection:- Credit Dept., -Joplin
l Piano Co., Box 784, Paducah,
J2CKy.
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3 ROW1 HOUSE with half bath,
ineulated, electric heat, cabinets,
aluminum storm doors, water
heater. To be moved off lot.
Bargain, $2500. See at 1815 Ryan
one block - nortetwese of college.
J6P
Holiday Special! four bedroom
brick, two beets, aireenditioner,
automatic ht-at, dining room,
kitchen.- being room. Phone 721.
J IC
END ‘.1 YEAR fabric mie. Fall
and e..nter cottons, blends and
woe:ens reduce(' for final clear-
ance Lassiter Cloth Shop, Ben-
ten Read.
•••••••,./MI.
J1C
FOR RENT
5 ROOM modcrn house, unfurn-
ished. Electric heat. Phone 1826
or 685. J2C
Unfurnished Garage Apartment
at 719 Peeler. Call Clifford Mel-
ugli ph ere 133.5. J2P
3-11. )OM HOUSE 2 miles from
eliii lay on old Salem Road. Rent
Ch. .p. Plume 2187. D3IP
•
i
t 
NOTICE
, 
SIN(;ER Sewing Machine sales
and Service on all makes,
s on Lynn Grove Road. Leon
fliiI Phone 934-J. J2C
I LOST & FOUND :
LOS I': likes phone need with
out seind. /Mewed lost on Maple
sloe' betweei 6th and 7th fast
Thum sc:ay night. Finder. please
oall Bethel Itaittardeun, 1917.
J3C
VANS
New Tobacco Uses
Sought In Bill Offered
By Lawmakers
FRANKFORT, Ky. - When
the 1958 General Assembly con-
venes, a bill will be introduced
to set up a project at the Univer-
sity of Kentucky to do research
Into aiew uses for tobacco grown
In the state.
The measure will be offered
by Representative Gilbert W.
Kingsbury and Senator James C.
Ware, both of Kenton County.
They cited the increase in
foreign tobacco imports, the de-
crease in the use of Kentucky-
grown tobacco, the use processed
leaf and the ever-present threat
of added cuts in tobacco acre-
age.
"It is imperative that some-
thing be done to avert a pos-
sible tobacco depression which
would hurt every citizen of the
state, city or rural," both me.
said.
They cited experiments in other
states where research developed
uses for major crops. One state,
It was pointed out, found ways
to use wheat straw for wall
board. Another used surplus milk
ill plastic production.
The cost of such research
could be charged as "Insurance
against a depression or recesejon,"
Ware and Kingsbury said.
Nothing Escapes
Electric "Sniffer"
WEST -LYNN. Mass. -
General Electric has . announced
the development of an electric
"sniffer" that can detect a leak
so small it would take more than
20.000 years for one thimble-
full of air to escape.
The "snifter" technically
L..NDON I -- Moscow radio known as. the M-2 mase spec-
MCDEL HOME
had.., painted a glowing picture
of the Soviet home of the future
to house-sh..r Russians.
It predict. it houses made of
glass. which ''will let in entre-
violet rays se that it will be
poss.ble ui sunbathe. . . even • in
winter without opening the win-
dos • ''
e_
ELIZABETH SEIFERT** NEIN NOVEL
The 1 odor's Husban
dlfr. 15....7 I. I ‘.,,,•th Seifert. Reprinted by permisaios of the rio,..11 publisher.
1,...,11. Stead & Co. Distributed by King Feature,
CPA rtrTI 16
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Tracy and !I r'.ric Ii about
perfected their plans t ova to ,
New England.
Tracy taitced endli sal about
the place, and especial , shout
the clinic net-up but u ally It
*as hccaii...e Michael ask hes a
leading question. as he m the
evening when they invite. Rosalie
to have dinner with then •
Rosalie was not very happy
about their leaving, but . 'mated
it was because she Iwo. I Was
Tracy. "If they ever nave an
aperang-M-Ifirtr ectreant--sie-aive
warned, "don't he surpria , to see
me coming down Trees pike.
Supposing, of course, Use. they
hot, an o.b. service."
"Of course they do!" critl Mi-
chael and Tracy in tines 1, and
then broke off to laugh a: each
other.
"You tell here.' said Tra I. "I
think by now you know a amen
or more than I do abe t the
clinic."
"You could he right." he ...freed.
"For six weeks I've been ... idting
up information, by letter, 'ist di-
. r. et talks to the men in c4legr
Mint, and through Trftc), who
is a veritable spouting tenneda."
Tracy grinned. **Go ar, she
urged, "and spout a bit aii _ma-
Ile. I'll fill the' coffee il
So Michael, that even lc -iiit-
ed to Rosalie, with en kelp
front Tracy, of course. They
sketched 'the origin_ of the dinie
•I
showed her the pictures tilt y
etichael'akid that he voold
taking over the ;matte.' and
ce equipment of the man who
'I,. mied him MI pecheerellth
the group.
ut it's not the name . -t ef
up we have in Ors.. .eel's
e,.. he explained. "Ti .' ef
men share a reception, and
waiting room, but each of i will
function individnally, thoia' we
all have privileges and ohlig. ,!`e'
to the clinic."
"How's the hospital?" 7.• al,-
%asked.
"A-1 rated.'esaid Metro.] -tete
esety-five beds with a twenD iv,
biril Infirmary during school tem.
I wouldn't have nsidertsl thr
clinic position if th most of .try-
si7ourhabid."entettniolin ilaftni'dt rig% 'n-
tor cannot give adequate r-nice
_ not poesihno -without top *s-
pite' facilities and mpeciali.' T.
supplement hi. skill when th,
n";: iitiiilear s tsre.nt, ' rn ti r rut el
'Tracy, "not substitute. Thc Ilk
1
strcsaes that. They recognize that
'le ail. familiar relationship hi'.
seen the patient and the family
doctor was a valuable thing, and
they try hard to preserve it." I
"Will Michael be on hit-and-
miss call?" asked Rosalie, still
with that look in her iye. Prob-
ably her tongue was in her cheek.
"Ole sure, in his turn. He's a
good general doctor-s pediatri-
cian hits to be."
Rosalie nodded in agreement
with this.
"Tracy says I'll lake it," said
Michael grinning.
"Tod Will like it," his wife in.
stated: "The climate even in
July the nights are crisp. And in
the' winter, you know there in
skiing and skating. You'll like
the people, too not only the doe-
tors, though they are fine and in-
teresting men. Dr. Haws, the
ChIct Surgeon, is a particularly
well-informed man. Dr. Girard,
the interned. has traveled widely.
Even little Dr. Dana that heart
specialist I mentioned- is opinion-
ated and fussy, but he's certainly
a cultured person."
"Whom you evidently don't
like." laughed Rosalie.
"Oh, I could he mistaken about
him. He's probably as good a
doetor as he thinks he is. My
main pecee against him is the
wily he belittles the completely
Charming woman who is his wife.
I hate men to do that."
"It reveals insecurity within
themselves!' decided Rosalie.
-I'll tell you somebody I do like
Tip there," said Tracy. She was
smiling over their interchange.
• That's this John Faradey. Mi-
sheet liken him too, front their
orrespondence. Don't you, dear"
-He seems Ince a-- good guy.
Ifit's even promised WI the iog
we want to have. A red setter,
":7IsedheIrais710,...tor I"' asked Rosalie.
"No. Lawyer. On the hoard of
the hospital and of the clinic."
I "A young man ?"
"1. asked her the same thing,"
Michael told Rosalie, laughing.
"Yes, you did," said Tracy, "and
•I couldn't see why. As a matter
• a fact, he isn't especially young.
, I'd say in his early forties. I tittl
I think twitsingle, but I can't see
' that that's important:' She wns
blushing. To her own Irritation
Michael, in good spirits those
,lays, winked at Rosalie. "At
least." he drawled, "We're leav-
ing Howdy Nistwt behind."
They were.to leave on Fridey
of iii3st Wed.., planning to reach
College Mount on Monday.
A lot of things had to be at-
t...n. d to, si., 1, ta !teems traerfer
and usrituus t:nancial matters:
they had ieniel their car for a
new •tailon engon, and this had
to be packctl ‘‘ith their personal
belongings. Many decisions could
be Itt.ele only after their arrival
In College Mount. But now they
must round up their instruments,
their teoke and their clothies.
their wedding gifts, including the
pink pig. now empty because of
the new• car. But it had seemed
a necessary investment.
-We'll nave all kinds of money,"
said Tracy contentedly, "with me .
luiepisag house our living won't
cost a., much as it does in the
hot. I."
There had teen a little talk of
selling the ..ntrumente which
Tracy IltAnc,i Michael had vetoes.
thb. And now packing her medi-
cal kit into a box, he suggested
that theolini. might have pre-
ferred her to him, "- if they'd
known you cre a doctor." He
straightenc!I and brushed his hair
hack from hi., lace. "The patients.
too. prohahly they prefer you
here"
Mishacl!" •
"They 1111"
."Wrll.Children are funny. They
got used to me while you acre In
the Air Force. I shouldn't be
surpreed but what the children
In teeing.. M...int will someti
mes
ask for the r Tian you're replac-
ing '
"I suppose But I'm going to
try to make a better job of re-
ran, mg him lean I did you here
in the ante" He avoided looking
at Tracy, having bent over 
the
box lie Wall peeking. "I'd got
sorneehat tail at preettce with-
eepireie it hilt' 1 was in the serv-
ice, Tray Though that's not the
whole story. of course. You're
a really good doctor. I 
shouldn't
ki„ von stop teleg one, either."
Tracy u.as nested at the desk,
sorting thrteieh letter/. Now she
spoke without turning to look at
M
"To-stop _doctoring, was en
-
urns my be
e and choice," she
reminded. him "I want to try it
for a 011iC) AL least_ If 
things
Indicate I sheuld go back to work.
1 'Ways
She 41 tettense that what she
doingu.is the right thing!
Fie t!i.in hi... ii!
ill Miehael find the ho
pu it 
s-
setup and the town of
colloCe Moiint to ht. liking'?
pa,• .are 10 I. Ann hi. reaction -in
tootorrott's ,aatalIntent of '"I'he
I Doeier's Ii -band."
trometer leak detector, was
originaily develtiped for the
wartime Atemic Energy Pro-
gram. This new detector is 10
times more slanirrive and is
used for finding and locating
leaks in vacuum or pressure
syaterns, such as electronk
tubes tanks, boilers, piping, or
other similar enclosures.
This M-2 leak detector is
reliable and responsive it can
"miff out" one part of hislium
gas mixed in two million parts
of air in only two seconds, said
the company's development en-
gineers
•
TV( Reviewer
Has Tough
Time Now
By WILLIAM EWALD
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK Ilh - Until I
became a TV reviewer, Christmas
and I got along fine.
I used to hum 'Tis-the-season-
to-be-jolly and ,wait the call
of Amahl and the Night Visitors
and deck my halls with boughs
of holly and when a TV. star
would twinkle his mascaraed
eyes at me and chuckle "Merry
Christmas," why, 1'0 just got
all warm inside and elnekle
right back.
But I tell. you, Christmas 1937
and I have had it.
Squirrels infest Set
I've been watching Chrielente
on television for more than a
week now and I figure I've
been wished 54 "season greet-
ings" and 18 "happy holidays."
There have been so many trees
on TV this past week that I
had to chase a family of squirrels
out of my set. I know the wores
of "Winter Wonderland" better
than I do .the pledge of alleg-
iance. • I've watched Christmas
rlays and -Christmas commercials
and Christmas station breaks.
And NBC. CBS and ABC, I
want you to know I'm beat.
There were some TV Christmas
moments I enjoyed. I thought
last Saturday's Perry Como Show
was done with taste and imag-
ination. And there were "Wide
Wide World" holiday Visits in-
side the penitentiary m4. Leaven-
worth, Kans. and a reformatory
at Chillicothe, Ohio, that struck
an off-beat note.,
But for the most part, the'
past several days are' blurred
in my _mind. I seenno remember
James Stewart on "G.E. Theatre"
In a western version of a 'Christ-.
mas Carol' and I seem to re-
member. too, Jim Bowie and
the Pirate Jean Lafitte seeking
refuge at an inn where Christmas
was being celebrated. But this
must be madness on my part.
Let it pass.
Swine Celebrates Two Ways'
I.do recall that Richard Boone
celebrated the holiday in two
' ways. Last Thuisday. on "Cli-
max" he was a detective trying
to crack to case s he could
PROSE ANCIENT SOCIETY .
WASHINGTON ttri -7 The Na-
tional Geegraptuc Society is help-
ing to excavate caves on a Cali-
fernia island where man may
have lived more than 37,006
scars ago. Excavations on Santa
Rosa Island. about 45 miles
southeast of Santa Barbara, in-
dicate_ man was on the island
about 29.656 years ago.
NANCY
Wet home ! HC
finally mad. ti Saturcley,
but this Um tie was
-Have Gun, W,11 Travel" and
he was celebrating a 'er:;;zr yule
with some r.iwaee
Eddie Fisher sang 'Let fl
Snow" on NBC-TV and over
at CBS-TV, Ed Sullivan almost
wound up smothered in the stuff
-tons of it all over his stage.
That's telex ision magic. Lowell
Thomas didn't do so bad by
snow either - h., and up
ir. the Arcl,c Adven-
ture."
Pat Boon. sang Clatiernas car-
ols. So did Frank Sinatra, Bing
Crosby, Gisee. Mackenzie, Ten-
nessee Ernie 'Ford, Dinah Shore,
Williams,
I all sorts
Dizzyz Dean., Esther
Patty MacCermick and
of smiling people on Ile Lawren-
ce Welk Sle.w.
,lifeard -
holotax," while his .
"Wagon , Train,"„ leGbei
was cattght in a win
Sioux country with Dan Duryea.
I thought it rather a giddy bit
cf behavior dn the part of Bond
at the time.
Jackie ()akie grinned at me
t hi:aced ..1 Wednesday ' night's
"Kraft Theatre", and said "Merry
Christmas.- And then Ralph Ed-
wards co in with a guest
rity.i It oki .: like Santa Claus
and Edwaios wished me -Merry
Christmas." too.
RACE ODDS 'CUT ,
AGUA CALIENTE. Mexico fITO
-Round Table. the %inner of 11.s
first stakes start at Santa Anita
Saturday, has been cut rom
3 to 1 Choice es- 2 1 in the
Caliente future .ik ors the
Santa Anita jafIdicap, • ,
TALKING 1.
DOLLS
ONLY 75 4
••••••••••••
Minute Hard
Particles Give
Alloys Strength
PAGE PIVII
MINUtE ILA.RD IN
afic,Ac,43 icroec op-
ie particles. of bard materials,
some of them as small as a few
millien:hs of an inch in dia-
meter, are helping metallurgists
solve the problems posed by
hr:gher and faster flight ef both
Wanes. and missiles.
The metallurgists, working at
the Institute of Techn:4-
•I4Y, spread the particles threteehe
out alleys to term now high-
serengh materials which can
boar excessive temperature and
maintain their ferm.
It was explained that the par-
Lids act in the metals much like
,the pieces of graval ineaspleslt
pavement which keep she pave-
ment from flowing under a hot
sun.
NO 1300Y
MIDDLETOWN, Comm. ---11r-
Police im-eseigating a -body" in
3 beat fl .sting at the some spat
on a pond for several hours
found Robert IVLeMinden. 20,
veht) explained he w irked a
double shift 'and was juet try-
ing to get some undisturbed
sleep.
C.i.,red gloves replace white
gloves in high secieey. Fashion
experts say .the gloves let wom-
en keep up with color trend's,
even if they can't. wear t Is e
ehade in large arneunts. Most
ihmortarat color for, spring is
btu:, from deep to pastel.
SEASON'S GREETINGS REFLECTED-- Ward Gariete 13, evens out
the season a creetings on the iron lung mirror
 tot twebrothee
Clyde In (env York /Ward assembis 1 a nit city sce
ne as a
Chrlatmas present for Ns twin, stricken ny paw 6,t years ego.
Clyde ts cared for by the Match of Oulea. 
(International)
- 4Plebviz--
.".4./3.uati44e.c
ABBIE an' SLATS
c
W
-THE FELLER WHO GAVE ME s)- ,
THE NEW .308 SAID THAT THE%
AS NO END To THE POSSIBIL-
ITIES. WHAT HE SAID NEXT
 i KIND CY Pu 2 ZLED
htE,71-tOUGH_::i
WHAT WAS THAT
CHARLIE?  ' 
C
--
WAITING FOR FATE-Le Ewing
Scutt (right) appeaill calm as
he tante with hie attorney,
Basil Lambros, while waiting in
Los Angeles for • Jury to de-
cide whether he will go to the
gas chamber or get a life sen-
tence in killing of his wealthy
wife. No trace of her was ever
found. (international)
Max. H. Churchill
Funeral Home
Service-3- Equipped
with Oxygen
- Frivnt,:ly Service -
311 N. 4th • St. Ph. 98
()TICE
In orti..r to give our
driver-al.,rmen a holi-
eay oii New Year's
Day, i.e i; not ratlike
home deliveries of mill
on Wednesday.
RYAN MILF
COMPANY
Murray, Ky.
Phone 191
by Ernie Bushatille
by Raeburn Van Buren
1.1L' ABNER
••••
THET HAN'SOME, IDLELISTIC,
'YOUNG DETECTIVE 11111.1EVID
NIE I! - HE WENT TO DOG-
PATCH TO INVESTNLGATE
MAH STORY!!
• ' - - - - -
THET'LL PROVE P.H. HAIN'T
A CROOKED, NO-GOOD DAME!!
THEN, THEY'LL LET ME WTI
AH SOWN IN HERE BECUZ
OF- A LAF FABLE
MISTAKE -
C PY EX° - Co PY D E D - Co PY F4 p E
IiACK!!
Is
by Al ( pp
VOiJ
CROOKED,
NO-GOOD
SAME!!
•
re-
• •
•
Social caleedar
Date name 31
The Murray Oountry Club will
bold its annual New Year's E've
dinner and dance at the Kenlake
Rotel.
• • • •
Thursday. January 2
The Town and Country Home-
makers Clubwill..irmet an the
borne of Mrs. James Bruen at
7 pan.
1, • •
The Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house at 2:30 pm.
House plants raised by the mem-
bers will be on cheptay. Mrs.
Daf Huie is in charge of the
program th -What Is New In
Plan: Comainers." Hastesses are
Meesdarnes Ed Pasant Kirk. John
Tee-lor. V. E. Windsor, Clarence
Ronwedder, C. V. Fanner and
Wesley Waltirop.
• • • •
Monday. .1 r 6
T h e Suburban. Homemakers
Club will meet with Mes. Don
Grogan on Whitnell Avenue at
830 pm.
. • •
' Tuesday. J r 7
The Dexter Ffornemakers Chth
will meet in the hothe of Mrs.
A. V. Reeves at 10 o'clock iii
the morning.
11,1"11"r 7-
PAGE TOUR
Antsawm.ssafte.
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Club News
Local*
Activities
Let The Children
Read For Fun,
Says Educator
by GAY PAULEY
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK aff — Educators
often are so concerned with the
Lothie Landolt, Editor Telephone 1685 books children read they forget
the clulcirn, says Charts J. Cale-
an C.:Weal-Ion consultant.'
As a result, Calitri said, the
child .regards reading as a chore
 
..00.......m....••mr•ean.onm•mmrsm..mlr•om•••.••••••••••••••••.01Mn.aib••••M•MM.Mnnommamrinnrll 
Dr. and Mrs. Austin
Tuesday.
Are Honored With
-..---eitelete~lareceashplefr.
. _
• • • •
Wednesday. January 8
The West Hazel Homemakers
ClUb will meet in the home of
Nhee. Henry Dumas at 7 o'clock
:r. the evening.
Hagerty ...
(Continued from Page One)
NIFid the whole truth" about
aat)o• •sCC 
"If a ceeranittee 35 expert and
luthoritative as the Gaither c.-m-
--..oee has found the United
-. 
'
es to be in the gravest danger
.0 its history, the people have ,
a right to know the facie." he
said.
"Instead the people were given ,
a crude brushoff last Saturday:
in the farm of an arerpretanon
of the report by the President's
press secretary." Clark said.
"This is one more example
of the way the administration
insists upon treating the Amer:-
can people like children—telling
in we can stop w urring because
liaddY knows best' and will
take care of us. Obvieuely daddy
doesn't know best for we would-
n't be in the present perilous
situation."
Clark said Hagerty distoreed
the meaning of the report "by
playing with words in a manner
nothing short of intellectual dis-
honest)
, -The questions relating to our
national security are far tao
'serious to permit any longer
this kind of casual and caiavier
treatrrient." said
AND
•SURGIFAL
INSURANCE
Phone I867-W
H. R. SCOTT
1604 Calloway
Represent' ye
fi at rein Men's Assn Co.
Open House Sunday
Dr. • and Mrs. Clegg Austin
were honofed with a open house
given at the Murray Woman's
Club House. Sunday afternoon,
December 29. from three to five-
thirty o'clock by Mr. and Mrs.
. _Renee hok_Copti anti( .111xsooriojte
Austin.
The club house was decorated
throughout with the Christmas
motif. The table was overlord
with a fiver-length satin cloth
spending the Ghnsunas holidays
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Walter C.tmer. 805 Sycamore
and Mr. and Mrs. Bernice Boyd .
...y_il•-•__ ILL 1,,New  Litixe.n.s 
vim Gthrte.,—..--- Patients admitted from Friday
. 10:30 A.M. to Monday 940 AM.
• • • • •
and daughter of Hopkins.-1,le
'Mr. and Mrs. Bernice Willer('
131...ad St.. Murray; Mrs. Walter
Mrs. Elmira Smith, 529 s.
spent the C.hris:mas holidays in McCord, Et 3. Murray; Mrs; Leon
Smith, tit. 4. Murray; Mr. Duelcovered with net. It was ceu_ 
Murray with Mrs. *Ill.:has rar-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Water Lon- Muhundro, RI 3, Murray; Mrs.
der.
• • • •
Nit% and Mrs. Charlie -Elder if
S. Louis, Mo., spend tne week-
end with Mr. and Mm. R. R.
Atkins, Mrs. Eoier's parents.
• 4 4
•
Plc. Haruki - 'Bud" Tolley has
been visiting over the hoLdays
w.th his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Bryan Tolley. Bud will lease
Friday to return to :he Fitz-
simons Army Hospital in Denver
where he is stationed.
• • • •
Miss .,74ra Bagwell of Chata-
rieoga. Tenn.t spent the holidays
in Murray %ha relatives and
friends. Miss Bagwell, a • former
Murray High Sin.. '1 teacher. is
now teacinng :n chatanooga.
• • •
Mr., and Mrs.
.1* Detroit. Mich.,
day and Fridray
with Mr. Phillips'
Flora Pmllips and
family, Mr. and
Clark.
• • •
Mrs. Prestn.n
M.s.s.,
of NI.ss Mayme
Joe ever
nultdae-s.
irst
Leon Pn.:Iips
fisited Thurs-
of last week
mother, Mrs.
his sister and
Mrs. M. 0.
•
ninman of
wee .he guest
Wrinnell and
the Cruisemes
• • •
(Continued from Page Ones
with a free svash and gieset
job.
R)an Milk -Company is offering
twelee full quarts uf rich Sun-
burst All-Jerspip milk for the
first infant and Love's Children's
Shop will give an infants arms
or creeper.
One stick's free diaper service
, pianese.. is being given by the Superior
Laundry.
A special grit fie. the New
. Year's first child will be. given
G • • - 
by Dale. and Stubblefield. Bill
and Dot's Restaurant as Uniting
the parents of the first born
of 1958- in for dinner. Crass
Furnitpre Company's gift is the
choice of a training chair or crib •
mattress.
The prizes are all set' and
the next move is upeto 1958's . (Continued from Page Om)first baby to make his appear- up to the s,., eer of 1658. The
ance. Lesik on the inside pages elections we: elec. Ben-GurionOf today's Ledger and Tanes an epportun : • increase his
rr.entetibuin 195*', first baby.
tc, see the full page announce.. paietifahmeenut,mareele aripe .r..;necty, coalition
Hugh Anderson. Harcttn; Master
tieorge L)rui Fields, 1107 Bell
Ave., Paducah; Miss Regina Loy-
Cu, 14ua Nest Main, Murray;
Mts.'s' Jeannie Sue Parker, Rt. 2,
Murray; Mts. Thomas Herndon
and -.bat.) uoy, 1104 Olive. Si,
Murray; Miss Winona Sue Lyles,
Hardin; Mr. W. 'A. Smith, .41. 5,
Murray; Miss , Judy Ann Skioe6
maker, 5u3 N. ith St., Murray;
Mrs,- Elmus Norman, iti. 1, Farm-
ington; Mr. Paul Wilson Stubble-
Rt. 1. Alm°.
Patsents dismissed from Friday
10;30 A.M. Dec. 27 to Monday
9:00 A.M. Dec. 30.
Mrs. Dont ornwell and baby
boy. Rt. 4. Benton; Master Larry
Dratten, Rt. I, Benton; Mrs,
Harry Hancline. Rt. I, Farm-
ington; Mrs. Faav,ard Chadwick,
411 N. 12th St.. Murray; Miss
Letitia Lockhart, Rt. 4, Murray;
Mrs JO htl AIM(); Mrs. , .
Frank Pool and baby girl, 807
(hive. Murray, Mrs. Lexie Mc-
Daniel, ;PA S. 151h St., Murray;
Mr. Edward Chadwick, N. 12th
Si., Morn) .Mrs. Marshall Cleav-
er, Rt. 1, Alm,..; Mrs. James
rucken and bauy boy, Dexter;
Mrs. Walter'SkCord, Rt. 3, Mur-
ray; Mrs. Eiaina Smith. 829 S.
-Broad, Muney; -.Ors. James Fut-
rell and baby bee. 206 S. 7th St.,
Murray; Moe J.eunie Parker.
. Rt. 2. Murray; lelis. Holly Chris-
man. 801 a p...1. Murray; Mrs.
tend with a footed crystal com-
pete venien held a :all triangular
arrangement of ye :..,w chrysan-
themums. roses and snapdragene.
and 1.0.-as flanked with crysla.
candelabras. which held burning
tapers. and two erestal punch
bowls wheen were set on silver
trays. Caramel:4.ot greenery and
yellow roses were placed areund
the base of the centerpiece,
aroprid the punch bewls a n d
.down the table. The corners of
the cloth were caught, up with
clusters of gad grepoe. ee'dow
cresanthemume. and springert.
The Labe: beekoci by ar-
rangements pa:nis in whi:e
metal standards. The piano held
an arrangement of yellow cry-
s.anthemums and tne registry
table was overlaid with a lace
cl,:h and was centered with a
silver basket filled with yellow
and atste roses. a
Greeting the guests at the door
were Mrs. C. C. Farmer. Mrs.
J. I. Hes.cle, and Mr. and Mrs
Chari. a Cestello. Presading .at
the regeser were Mrs. Alfreo
Linciety and Mrs. Ed Frank
Kirk. Others zee:us:mg in enter-
taining were Mrs. George Hart.
Mrs. Weile Overbey, Mrs. Whit:
Imes. Miss Cappie Beale, Mr. C.
C. Farmer, Mre. Tom Rowlett.
Mr. lierehel Corm Mess -Donna
Fuck. Miss Poem; Sue Shreat.
feet:y Fouse, Miss Rose-
mary Jaws, Men Jenn,ye So• •
Saeoblefieed. Moe Sallee Jet.,
and ,2d.9b Fecei.a Aueon.
Br:eels-mg the guests e r e
Mrs. AU:S:ttl. Dr. and Mrs. Austin
and Mrs. Cum. Presiceng 3: the
punch banes dur.ng the after-
needs were Meedamee O., B.
Beene. Jr.. James Perker, James
Hart. Howard Tieiworert. end J.
I. Hosick. --
Music for the accareon- was
furneehed by - Mrs R S. e ,
Farmer. M:slt Beiit
bey. end Mrs. Franeee Johneen,
• • •
(Continued from Page One).
today he dees not be...kJ er lenk
of himself as's sick man. On the
caterary he is. restive when work
or bad weather .n chill Getty,-
burg preeent tern fr rm getting
me on the ripen and ri.cLing - or
striding arounct his farm.
The latest talk .! res.gnaeen
started with a Surickey "ming
staternent by Chairman Emanuel
i Geller (D-N.Y.l the House
Jeglecialy___Cocataielee_ fieeetio_eugio
geeeed that the Peas-a:den* resign
temer•rarily if he conti  nee to tee
what the curler( n called
• preeitient in name
Th$ 'president regards 'no_ as
so much polities and is n •• t
par. ocula r'Iy nettled, by snob
cateenen, There have en
'natty snthig suggestion-
(
IlhipAkPre.oiers Fuffired
-
-de
VARSITY
* E s
RITA ...f.Y.A/ORTH
ROBERT tele•CieeM
"FIRE DOWN BELOW"
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY •
John P M2rquamis great story-
WA)
R.OBERT MIER JOAN COLLINS • EDMOND OTRIEN
-as
•
cs,
Joe ft. NAIIA.: and baby buy, lit.
4,.3durre
• S..
(Continued from Peas Ono)
is the relief of - refire on the
numbered state highway."
Hideeeer. Martin pointed out
'that it is not the policy of
the department to "con.sgruct
driveways, perking areas and the
like on school district, cemetery
Li grounds."
Martin said the department
would hate ti obtain an ea.*.
mein or release from the proper-
ty ouner before undertaking any
construction off the right of
stay to avrqd damage to property'
. -
-WonSler
1
•
(Continued from Page One)
Year. they 1. ped.
Othgrwise—But euti4Piber
Cabinet v.ould be a minoritycypa.x., suburban Hoer Fewest
tell Pus own stary. 5.
n-Gurion has sad troubleO'Day fired a letter to Julue
kith 'he Ahdut Mote and Me-S. Knight, edited end pablather
'antes for e ieths. They
seed Israie's'eleksie ties
West and they were-
withdravoil from the
last sear despite
rosin, if world
Order
rael
government., which would • corn-
;mere he would nave to call
en the ultra-welted-ix religious
panels to join the cabinet and
is unwilling to do so A caretaker
of the New., demending h.: do imn`
sorne.reng atiout We broken e
%eV!. • I wilth the
"IstoniLy. Dec. 23, y 'or sub- 1,1P"'etit l"
...gem and empioye '.1 e air agent l'Arl'" ')''''''`.
— ohe Ferree; News Are free' •'• i 
he
,4e1)4.• with 'Ine tiepai lack: et c ,ts t ru . ,"" ,n.
.....ened our evening eche in of 'I
your paper thrkeigri the living
ru An v. tri(kw,' (a U.) a': o:e.
—1401114; Ii 4.11„)• -,> :'o(1.14 y,..A.I:
) piper. I am riot in •ria: mach
,a* hurry ti; have neariunde u
lelivery,' he said. . •
said the deliv oery b .
. a' -read ewer: kid uf 10 or 11
Werii\a tine sad-•-but he .ceuldee
pkce!tne• paper to a sikfe landing
at serie ...IA.,. I --
"ri . 5 denuded our eve::.7‘
grptok ai .)p....i. we paint ,,t:
Au a , el --and ,sorneitunea..--4the r.
ha
i
hei a ',...iwinci—hp.: 'Aearl, .....
;op: L., ... eft .r1, filatZge :,.., g.
it., pap „ii the rout," 011, ..
silo. -
isersa...24.... won a ••%ag.j,
prrontise to - new: agence;
tix ale wand,. , Oleay said
wilE• na,- bee ,the "impatient ;..
iweirmant'• and wante -it fixeu
The News printed :he letter
Moricay on the ire& 'sage
an anse (eau eircumtson
tee' . rine mm B. J ihne:en
Jet:ins:en eerie*: "Y mu
nen concerning pitching instre
ei being carefully c.enuie
ed. Ideally/hilt we expec to.
r. very soon some affirms
.me 1••• cunceynang your wondow."
pERSONALS ________ Hospital rather than a source of enjoy-
ment, lie feekt compelled to
Dr. and Mrs. Louis J. B.y-ii Monday's complete record fol- search for what the author put
and children, BIeveri.. Bedsania 10*,:. into the book inetead of discov-
Garth. leave returned to tireir Census  ering what he, the reader, can
home in Knoxville. l'enn., suer Ai:m.1 Beds sc., out of it.
Emergency -Beds  Ci.iiiiri believes ad u c a t or s
Patients Admitted  should direct their attention to
Patients Dismissed  aw children's desire's and in-
:crest:,
rhci hcotsWfisIstIM
Frank Jennings, executive dlrec-
1,•r of the Library Club of
America, have put this idea to
werk in their new text book,
-Stories," (Harcourt, Brace and
Cu.).
They said their book' is aimed
directly at young people. It is
designed for use as the focal
point for classroom diaussion in
which the teacher urges the stu-
dents to give their own reac-
tions to the stories.
-The reader must honestly and
freely express what heeleola and
What -he thanks, for in tins
double involvement he may best
approach that kind of. under-
attending vetuth marks the be-
ginning of maturity," Cahtri
said,
He said must hash echool liter-
ature courses are the same as
studies in the mathematics and
science. The teacher has t h e
answer in ha own book and
tries to lead his students to
those answers only.
"As a' 'result.", he said, "the
students are told what they must
think .about each story.
"In many instances," Calitri
said, -when there are questions
a: the eni. of each story...read-
ing only to answer the guts-
tS."n i an interview, Calitri said
that with' the text bootee used
t,clay, it is no wonder that many
of inn' children stop reading to
watch teks-ision when their
h-enework aseignenents are com-
pleted..
-There is no incentive for the
student to road beyond the de-
mends of the teacher," he said.
, -The short story or the novel
rerrrains a classroom task, and
an uninviting une at best," he
said.
Calitri explained that modern
teaching demands that the stu-
dent be emotionally and Intel-
lecually involved in his reading
arid :hat the m-ert nieportant
question to be edited during the
ce.i.ner-orn dercuisanun is, ."what
des this story mean to Yon?"
-If it doesn't mean anything
but work, both the book and
the teacher have. failed," lee said.
Hearing...
(Continued On Sack Page)
Civic Center
In Town Is
Teen Center
SAINT MARYS, Pa. — Iff —
A unique civic center, valued
at $250,000 without a cent of
cost to taxpayers, has helped
curb juvenile delinquency in this
small nordewestern Pennsylvania
community.
It all came about when 500
high echoul students accepted
a chiallenge and feceived prompt
backing from the Saint Marys
Indust:tried Council, a' group of
the town's leading maufacturens
Two year ago; Sylvasnia Elec-
tric Products Inc. moved to a
dew plant location and left a
50-year-old, 50,000-square-foot
budding vacant. The firm later
Offered the old plant free of
charge to the town provided part
of the building be maintained
exclusively for youth activities.
Town fathers were more than
happy to accept the offer, but
felt they couldn't afford to con-
ver the building into a civic
center.
That's when the indlastral
council acted. It footed a bill for
8107,000 to cover conversion
costs. The police de-
partment immediately moved
from rented quarters in an un-
dertaker's garage into quarters
on the first floor of the new
civic center. All other borough
Offices soon followed suit.
But the, second floor was re-
served exclusively for the corn-
munityS teen-agers. They set
about at once making plans to
furniW the place.
They cornered a used car
dealer and talked him into do-
nating a 1949 mode/ automobile.
A mecharte rendered free ser-
ode ti put the machine in top
shape. The youngsters polished
it into a high Phine.
Furnishings Provided
- Theft they raffled it off and
cleared $500 as a down, pay-
ment on furniture. When a local
service club heard about the
youngters• initiative, it prOvided
$1,500 to complete the furrush-
ingo
The kids were in business.
They began holding teen dances
Wednesday slid Friday nights
with an admiseit n charge of
50 cents. When the treasury can
afford it, the admision charge
will be dn.:pp:ie.
Officers were elected and rules
set up. Those violating the rules
are irumehed by suspensions of 10
to 80 clays as 'Members in good
standing" of. the civic center .
Recently, dignitaries from all
over Pennsylvania came here
So join local officals in dedi-
cation ceremonies for the center
that was built by generosity,
faith and determination.
the meeting that "a lee .( un-
true glories have been t 'Id about
this matter sad I wanted to give
the communion the facts"
The governor denied that he
and Wallace were hunting in the
controlled area of the game ref-
uge after legal haurs.
Wallace said the meet.ns of
the c• 'MATTI incon M•asetay was
concerned only with "d.eassion
-peeperred degisintic. in- affteeiteg
tee. de-per- mem."
Wallace said that principal
legislation discuseed was a tight-
ening of civil service reguLations.
as they now apply -to tie state
Deparement Feen and Wild-
life Resources,
Kentucky's Women's 'Pre ;
loca'.11 at PeeWee Valley the
institution is staffed almost en-
tirely ibesevaemen. including the
warden. The prison provides cus-
tody fer an average pepulation
01 see enty-five.
•
Fashion Notes
By United Press
Queen Elizabeth's visit left
some hats in a rosy glow. A
group ..f felts and beavers were
designed in white. with pink
satin roses in.h.onor of the Bri-
tish monarch. Rose designs were
taken from the Royal Crown
Derby china given to the Queen
kiSt wring. •
?IN.'S-ISM BOOST INCOME
e ROME — An estimated 14
million foreign tourists boosted
Italy's national income by ap-
preximately 528 million dollars
during 1957, officials said toddy.
The figures were an all-time
record. The total compared with
an average of $3,580.000 annually
during 1917, officials said today.
The figures were an all-time
record. The total compared with
an average ef $3.580.000 annually
during the 1935-39 pre - war
period.
GETTING ME LION1 SHAIII—If trainer Bob Dietch thinks he's going to 
get the eon's share of
at a pretty fast clip. The scene Is at the' seaghetti he'd better get his chorpers moving
Waal Pet ahow is Ned- York's Culasuth. The bon. Elvis, la II months old. (Intensational)
•
a
— D EMBER 31, 195'4
• sp.14. 114 gas end atomic pare4.International ..itredbe ..11"SaliC6into sixic at weeds of 500
(Continued From Paue One).
More than 10,000 scientiets
from all parts ot he world are
working in IGY. The cost of
IGY scientific operations alone
is stimated at nearly 600 mil-
lion dollars. .This does Inn in-
clude billions of dollars worth of
Sups, planes, and rocket engine's
ueed to tram:won men and ma-
terials or to hoist scientific in-
stnuneas and 
satellites.1GY studies eiabrace 13 Scien-
tific fields which OdLehaw has
capeuled into truee major groups:
"'the nature of the upper at-
inosphere and the COSAIIDS
the heat and water regimen of
the earth which includes' weath-
er - and chmate,---and- edie-the
suucture and ins:red." •
Odishaw cunsiclers the satellite
program, including tile .U. S.
launch:nets slated for 1958, and
the exploration of frozen ant-
aret ica to be among the must
important of the ICY projects.
In both "man is crossing new
thresholds."
Wishes: and his colleagues re-
fused to divulge any of elw in-
formation already in the IGY
pool, pending its formal release
sonic time in January. But
enough announcements leave
been made by laY scientists in-
dependently in various parts of
the weirld to provide a large
bits-and-pieces sample of die-
coveries to date.
Measure Gravity At Sea
For example:
—The behavior of the Soviet
steatites indicates the atmos-
phere a few hundred miles up,
through extremely thin, is per:
traps four times as dense as pre-
viously thouide. , •
—A continu,ius 45,000-mile
rift exists in the earth's under-
sea crust. It averages 20 miles
wide and Ile miles deep. It
ceincides with the wirki-Wide
chain :if earthquake zones.
—A means was found for
measuring gravity from purism
vessels in the open sea. The
-first such measurement. uang
new equipment devek.ped in
Germany, was made Nov. 22.
Previously such measurements
had to be made in submarines
oibmerged to quiet depths.
—Winds high abeve the arctic
hit speeds as high as 335 miles
an hour.
—Currents of high - arnixenge
electricity sornetanes flow above
the earth after solar eruptions.
Rocket-borne instruments re-
ported bands of intense current
at a height of 56 miles above
the arctic.
—New pictures of the sun dis-
closed never - before - seen
features, including swirling gas
ostrms 200 to 600 miles across.
—The greatest ocean depth
ever ("end was reported by a
Ruestan oceanographic ship in
!Ike Pac:fic's Marianas Trench.
The depth was 35,948 feet, or
about 61-4
Discover Ocean Current
Cosmic charged"meesen-
gers from space," achieve en-
ergies of several billion Villein
elcinee volts. By comparison a
gelittind atom in an A-bomb
bases only 200 million electron
volts :if energy.
uniteliets of the sun.
miler; a second, release in 20
autrates as much energy as ekuld
tie packed into a billion b:,.; II-
-.A never - before - serspee-
ted ocean current flows more
than 4.500 feet beneath the
lantic's Gulf stream. It is slo
than the Gulf stream and
in the opposite' directi
—.Explorers discove a ridge
5.000 feet high under the Are:,
Ocean.
—The lowest temperature. ...et-
recorded, 102.1 .degrees be- 'a
zero Parer/twit, was rported from
the Sough Pole Sept. 17.
—Kew evidence indicates the
sun's hot coronet gases ...melon
4lie whole solar system, and pr#e
Sidle -a k meditate for reflecting .e1s.
din waves back to earth from
altitudes of thousands of miles.
This gas envelope _is so thick
that the temperature of its indi-
vidual particles has little heat-
ing effect,
Increase Man's Mastery
—Study of seismic waves pro-
duced by U. S. H-bombs indi-
cates existence of -an inner cote
of the earth with a radius :7
800 miles. The nature of the
waves also indicated that the
pressure at the center of the
earth is about 58,800,000 pounds
per- square inch.
These are drops in the occan
of data the IGY is assembling. •
Analyzed and put in their place
in the body id science they will
provide, Odistraw says. ../ beC/
ter understanding of the earth
and its cosmic setting" And
"this will intrease man's mastery
of his physical envingenent."
OchWaw also sees in IGY e p
"unprecedented, amicable parity-
ipation of peoples of many na-,
lions" that may tranecend its
specific punned.
"In the IGY," he says, "man
is cooperating in tackling Instp
physical problems-that pertain to
all mankind, and one can hope
that the spirit of IGY nii* touch
other areas of mutual interest
to all men."
Small-fry in Salt Lake City
have adopted slim skirts as a
club sysbul. xth -graders f rem
0
ed a club and voted to wear 01
skirts o Thursdays. 
4
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STOCK removed free.
patched trucks. Duncan
C. Prompt service 7 FRESH FISH. Leonard 
Wood, 1
week. Call long distance ' mole an Coldwater Road.
 Phone
Mayfield 433, Union City I067-M. Open from noun
 during
A7C week days, all doe Set. 
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Spinet Plano
BARGAIN
•4
AO.
THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
die selnimuni of 17 wards for We Is per weed for ta me das. ciass
ifi,d ads an, payable la silvan...
_
MED In FOR SALE
live in hale BICYCLES, 24 inch, one boya
id lady. 1st and one girls, $12.50 each. Cal:
Call 51 or 1:3. 1010-M. D31F
lady for e,
y lady. No a
fL Modern. t•
home. Call l• 2. rhis fine Spinet Piano in first
;lass condition can be had by
taking over the small pay-
ments. Write to arrange in-
spection: Credit Dept., Joplin
Piano Co., Box 784, Paducah,
Ky. J2C
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3 ROOM HOUSE with half bath,
insulated, electric heat, cabinets.
aluminium storm doors, water
heater. To be moved off lot.
Bargain. $2500. See at 1615 Ryan
,one block northwest et, college-
J6P
Holiday Special! four bedroom
brick, two baths, aireunditioner,
alatornatic heat, dining mom,
kiMiltenealivIng room. Phone 721.
J IC
END of YEAR fabric sale. Fall
and winter cottons, blends and
woolens, reducee for final clear-
ance Lassiter Cloth Shop, Ben-
ten Read. J I C
I FOR RENT
, -
5 ISOCYM modern house, unfurn-
ished. Electrie heat. Phone 1626
tor 685. J2C
- - • 
Undurnislied Garage . Apartment
at ala }tinier. Call Clifford Mel-
ugh. ph ir* 1335. J2P
31t tiM HOUSE 2 miles from
Miss -in old Salem Road. Rent
Chi Perini. 2187, D31P
I NOTICE
SINGER Sewing Machine sales
and Service in all makes, ai
miles on Lynn Grove Road. Leon
Hal Phone 934-J. J2C
I ----LOST & FOUND
LOS l': M preine head with
out .and. Believed lost on Maple
sine: betecan 6th and 7th last'
'rhino:ay night. Finder please
cell Bethel Richardson, 1917.
J3C
-
IVAN'S mer..11. KOIAE
LtINDON IR - Moscow radio
today painted a glowing picture
ol ale Slew' home of the future
to :...use-sh,.rt Russians.
a predict d houses made of
glee-. which -will let in _ultra-
ye.), t rays so that it will be
piaable ,is sunbathe. even in
winos withuie opening the win-
d„a ••
ELIZABETH SEIFERT'S NEW NOVEL
The odor's Husban
18;i1 lii 1:1,abeth Seifert Itoprtnied by pt rtnts.tnn of the ao,,l's pbbilebee.
Lodi. Mead & Co. Distributed by King Features Syndicate,
CHAPTER II !streams that. They recognize that
BT THE : : 
r nee, :he 01st, familiar relationship lie-
Tracy and at eau. i. about :ween the patient 
and the family
Ir plans,,ve to d
octor was a valuable thing. arid
New England.
they try hard to preserve it."
Tracy talked endli aril about
' "Will Michael be on hit-and-
the place, and especial 
shout miss call?" asked Rosalie, still
with that look in her (ye. Prob-
ably 
clinic aet-up but u .ally it
her tongue was in her cheek.
"Oh, sure, in his turn. He's a
good general doctor-a pediatri-
cian has to be."
Rosalie nodded in agreement
with this.
-Tracy says I'll like_ It,". saki
1 grinni
"You will-like it," his wife ia-
was hecaii-e Michael ask. Mee a
leading question, as he di: on the
evening when they invite, Rosalie
to have dinner with then
Rosalie was not very happy
about their leaving, but ,,:mitted
It was because she ana I miss
Tracy-___alfeathey_even eave
opening in their u.b. son .." she
warned, "don't be surpris.,, to see I stated: "The climate-even . in
A 1, -ell had te be at-
tPti. UI !ii enn,. trarrfer
and %atom, line/trial matters:
they had ,raded their Cap tor a
new stallon wagon, and this had
to be packed with their personal
belongings. Many decisions could
be made only after their arrival
in College Mount. But now they
must round up their instruments,
their books and their clothes,
their wedding gifts, Including the
pink pig, now empty because of
the new car. But it had seemed
a neressary investment.
"We'll save all kinds of money,"
said Tracy contentedly, "with me
eepi • • living won't
coat as*much as it does in the
hotliCie had been a little talk of
selling the instrument:. which
Tracy owned. Michael had vetoes.
this. And now, packing her mutt-
ca.) kit into a box, he suggested
that the clinic might have pre-
ferred her to him, "-- if they'd
known you acre a doctor.1 He
straightened. and bnished his hair
hack from his face. "The patients.
too. probably -they prefer you
here." •
Michael!"
::TithaelYI.C1-ohi.I.dren are funny. They
got used to me while you were :n
the Air Vona'. I shouldn't 
be
surprised but what the children
in College Mount will sometimes
ask for the elan you're replac-
ing''
-1 suppose. But I'm going to
try to thake a better job of re-
pla, ing him than I did
 you here
in the offae." He avoid
ed looking
at Tracy. having bent over 
the
boi he was packing. "I'd got
somewhat out of practice with
children while I was in the serv-
ice, Tracy. Though that
's not the
shouldn't
awhroelaell.),st. g000.ry i dittcoortirsle.
let you stop b•Ing one, 
either."
Trecy was "netted at the desk,
sorting througa letters. New ape
spoke without turning to look at
•Wil:•Thoaci'o=top doctoring, %Yes en-
tirely my idea and choice," she
reminded hint. "I want to try it
for a %%bile, at least. 
If things
ineicata I should go hack to work,
l'hit:.:7isl tcab't'tteve that 
Vk tut+ she
was doing was the right thing!
For
hr l niS7chtnii!ii 1 el find the h
os.
• 
ri,lilleaerret5iiirminatnd,,,thael.iiloirkniago:
0,. 5ii11. to learn his reaetion in
tomorrow's installment of "The
putter's Hieibeind."
me canning down Tracy pike.
Supposing, of course, th.,i they
Imre an o.b., service."
-Of course they do!" ertal Mi-
chael and Tracy in ulna 1, and tors, though they are fine and in-
then broke Off to laugh s. each teresting men. Dr. Haws, the
other. Chief Surgeon, is a particularly
"You tell her," said Tra y. "I well-informed man. Dr. Girard,
think by now ,you know a much the Mterriest, has traveled widely.
or more than I do Oh, the
clinic."
"You could be right," he s.rreed.
"For six weeks I've been *liking
uptinformation, by letter, ey di-
rect talks to the men in callege
Mount, and through Tracyawho
is a veritable spoutIne fenna-ln.a
Tracy grinned. "Go we she
urged, "and spout • Mt or ',wa-
ne. I'll fill the coffee II
; So Michael, that even rig .,,ii1• charming woman who is his wife.
ed to Rosalie, with set. help I hate men to do that."
tram Tracy, of course, They "It reveals insecurity within
sketahosi the origin of the clinic themselves," derided Rosalie.
showed her the picture, they "I'll tell you somebody I do like
Michael said that lie would tip there," saki Tracy. She was
taking over the praetne and smiling ovum r their interchange.
cr. equipment of the man who • That's this John Faradey. Mi-
preeeded him as pediatecian thee' likes him too, front their
correspondence. Don't you, dear ?"the group.
But it's not the same 4ort of "He seems like a good guy.
-up we have in O'Cienell's lie's even promised us the dog
„Too te we want to have. A red setter.cc," he explained.
men share a reception, MO named Irish."
room, but each of i sIl ."bane a doctor?" asked Rosalie.
function individually, theeis we "No. Lawyer. On the board of
all have privileges and 0114,, .on' the hospital and Of the clinic."
to the clinic." . I "A young man?"
1' "How's the hosaital 7" et edict, "I asked her the game thing,"
'naked. Michael told Rosalie. laughing.
-A-1 rated," said Michael. See- "Yes, you did," said Tracy. "and
enty-five beds with a twenty sive- I eotildwr see who 
As a matter
bed infirmary during school rfm of fart, he isn't especially young.
1 wouldn't have considered the , I'd say in hie early forties. I do
clinc position if that sort 01 !think he'a single, but I can't see
ice had not been available. awn , that that's important." She was
your boat-intentioned fatten loc- Panelling. To her own Irritation
1 toe cannot glee adequate aselee Michael, in agootd Repaairailtsie. ..thos
"At_ not po.s4h/s-- -Without ton 101- daYe. 
k
pital facilities and !pedalo: ti least," he .drawled, "We're tray-
supplement his skill when Ole ingThieloywad•yereNitsobelteabevehinond."Friday
nerd arises."
"Stipplement.- m ur m•. d of that weer.. planning to reach
file ITracy, 'not substitute. The College Mount on Monday,
ale
July the nights are crisp. And in
the winter, you know there is
skiing • and skating. aYou'Il like
the people, too not only the doc-
Even little Dr. Dana -that heart
specialist I mentioned-is opinion-
ated and fussy, but he's certainly
a cultured person."
,"Whom you evidently don't
like." laughed Rosalie.
"Oh, I could be mistaken about
.him. He's probably as good a
doctor as he thinks be is. My
main peeve against him is the
way he belittles the completely
New Tobacco Uses
Sought In Bill Offered
By Lawmakers
FRANKFORT. Ky. - When
the 1958 General Assembly con-
venes, a bill will be 'introduced
to set up a project at the Univer-
sity of Kentucky to do research
Into new useo for tobacco grown
in the state.
The measure will be offered
by Representative Gilbert W.
Kingsbury and Senator James C.
Ware, both of Kenton County.
They cited the increase in
foreign tobacco imports, the de-
crease in the use of Kentucky-
grown tobacco, the use processed
leaf and the ever-present threat
of added cuts in tobacco acre-
age.
"It is imperative thak some-
thing be done to avert a pos-
sible tobacco depression which
would hurt every citizen of the
state, city or rural," both men
said.
They cited experiments in other
states where research developed
uses for major crops. One -state,
it was pointed out, found ways
to use wheat straw for wall
board. Another used surplus milk
ai plastic production.
The cost of such research
could be charged as "insurance
against a depression or recession,"
Ware and Kingsbury said.
Nothing Escapes
Electric "Sniffer"
WEST LYNN, Mass - -
General Electric has announced
the development of an electric
"sniffer" that can detect a leak
so small it would take mare than
•20,000 years for one thimble-
full of air to escape.
The "sniffen" technically
known as the M-2 mass spec-
trometer leak detector, was
originally developed for the
wartime Attsmic Energy Pre-
gram. This new detector is 10
tames more Sensitive and is
used for finding and locating
leaks in vacuum or pressure
systems, such as electronic
tubes tanks, boilers, piping, or
other similar enclosures.
This M-2 leak detector is %o
reliable and responsive it can
"sniff out" one part of helium
gas mixed in two million pares
of air in only two seconds: said
the company's development en-
gineers.
4.
MASON'S GREETINGS
the season $ greetings
Clyde m New Turk.
Christmas present for
Clyde Is cared lot by
REFLECTED-Ward Garnett. 13, spells out
on the iron lung mirror fur twin brother
Ward assembled a nativity scene as a
his twin, stricken by mew 6% years ago.
the March of Dime& (lafernutronui)
TV( Reviewer
Has Tough
Time Now
By WILLIAM EWALD
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK IP - Until 1
became a TV reviewer, Christmas
and I got along fine.
I used to Kum 'Tis-the-season-
to-be-jolly and wait the call
of Amahl and the Night Visitors
and deck my halls with boughs
of holly and when a TV star
would twinkle his mascaraed
eyes at me and chuckle "Merry
Christmas," why, I'd lust got
all warm inside and chuckle
right back.
But I tell you, Christmas 1957
and I have had it.
Squirrels infest Set
I've been watchir.g Christmas
on television for more than a
weer now and I figure I've
been wished 54 "season greet-
ings" and 18 "happy holidays."
There have been so many trees
on TV this past week that I
had to chase a family of squirrels
out of my set. I know the wores
of -Winter Wonderland" better
than I do the pledge of alleg-
iance. 'I've watched Christmas
plays and Christmas commercials
and Christmas station breaks.
And NBC, CBS and ABC, I
want you to know I'm beat.
There were some TV Christmas
moments I enjoyed. I thought
last Saturday's Perry Como Show
was done with taste and imag-
ination. And there were "Wide
Wide World" holiday visits in-
side the penitentiary at Leaven-
worth, Kans. and a reformatory
at Chillicothe, Ohio, that struck
an off-beat note.
But for the most part, the
past several days are blurred
in my mind. I seenrto remember
James Stewart on "G.E. Theatre"
in a western version of a 'Christ-
mas Carol' and I seem to re-
member. too. Jim Bowie and
the Pirate Jean •Lafitte seeking
refuge at an inn where Christmas
was being celebrated. But this
must be madness on my part.
Let it pass. -
Coon. Celebrates Two Ways
I do recall that Richard Boone
!celebrated the holiday in two
ways. Last Thursday. on "Cli-
max" he was a detective trying
to crack a case sa he could
I PROSE ANCIENT SOCIETY
• WASHINGTON IPI '2;.- The Na-
tional Geographic Society is help-
ing to .excavate caves on a Cali-
fornia island where man may
have lived more than 37.006
years ago. Excavations on Santa
Rosa Island, about 45 miles
southeast of Santa Barbara, in-
dicate man was tin the island
about 29.656 years ago.
NANCY
ABBIE ea' SLATS
NMOIMEOW...•
Wet home le,
as' ' Minute Hard
finally
his s: , wa, Partib des Give
-Have Gun Wo s .a la 
anc Alloys Strength
he was celearating er.,zy yule
with some Pay( ziee
Eddie Fisher sang' Let It
Snow"--..on NBC-TV and over
at CBS-TV, Ed Sullivan almost
wound up smothered in the stuff
-tons of it all over his stage.
That's teley ision magic. Lowell
Thames didn't do so bad by
snow either - h.• ahd up
ii-, the Arcac on "He, Adven-
ture."
Pat Beane sang Chrtsanas car-
ols. So did Frank Sinatra, Bing
Crosby. Gieele blavitenzie. Ten-
nessee Ernie Ford, Dinah Shore,
Dizzyz Dean, Esther Williams,
Patty MacCormick•and all sorts
of smiling people ,on the Lawren-
ce Welk Show..,
Ward 11 ed Wished ine "happy
holiday" y allea-ais sidekick on
"Wagon It sal," Hebert Horton,
was caught ar-a windstorm in
Sioux country with Dan Duryea.
I thought it rather a giddy bit
ef behavior on the part of Bond
at the time.
Jackie Ciakie grinned at me
theocad - ,1 Wednesday' nigh*.'s
"Kraft Theistic' and said "Merry
Christmas." And then Ralph Ed-
wards co -n with a guest
ele like Santa Claus
and Edwaiue wished me "Merry
Christmas,- too.
RACE ODDS CUT
AGUA CALIENTE. Mexico af,
-Round Tabl the winner of his
first stakes tan at Santa Anita
Saturday, has been cut from a
3 to 1 choice to 2 to I in the
Caliente future book on the
Santa Anita Handicap. e
I
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•
MINUTE HARD
caucAGea _air. _ Microscop-
ic particles of hard materials,
some of them as small as a few
milliorehs of an inch in dia-
meter, are helping metallurgists
solve the problems posed by
nigher and faster flight at both
[Ranee and mistiles.
The metallurgists, working at
the Illinais Institute of Technal-
,gy, spread Ins particles ehrauen-
out alloys to form now high-
strengdi materials- which, can
boar excessive temperature and
maintain their farm.
It was explained that the par-
tic's act in the .metals much 'like,
the pieces of ' greVat esplaaft'
pavement which keep the pave-
ment fruits flawing under a hot
sun.
NO BGDY
M I DD LETOVsi N Conn. -1111,1-
Pole:, investigating a "body" in
a heit fa sting at the same spat
on a pond for several haurs
faund Robert McAlinden. 20,
wha y explained he warked a
double shif: land was just try-
ing to get some undisturbed
sleep.
Celered gloves replace white
gloves in high society. Faehon
experts say he gloves let. wom-
en keep up with color trends,
even if they can't wear- t Is e
shade in large amounts. Most
important color for spring is
blue. from deep to pastel.
THE FELLER WHO GAVE ME -1---c
W
THE NEW JOB SAID THAT THE%
AS NO END TO NE POSSIBIL-
ITIES. WHAT HE SAID NEXT
 -a KIND 0' PUZZLED
ME1T1404JGH...--;"
LIL' A.BNER
THET IDEELIS7C,
YOUNG DETECTIVE MUM=
ME -HE WENT TO DOG -
PATC H TO INVESTI-GATE
MAN STORY
THET'LL PROVE Ali MINT
A CROOKED, NO-GOOD DAME!!
THEN, THEY' La LET ME OUT?!
AN SONLY IN HERE BECUZ
OF A LArrABLE
M 'STAKE -
COP/ Ftfo g - co ey FADED
•
WAITING FOR fAff-le Ewing
Scutt (right) appeali calm as
he talks with ma attorney,
Basil Larnbrus, while waiting in
Los Angeles fur • jury to de-
cide whether he will go to the
gas chamber or get a life sen-
tence in killing of his wealthy
wife. No trace of her was ever
found, (And emotional)
Max. H. Churchill
Funeral Home
Service - Equipped
with Oxygen
- Friendly Service -
311 N. 4th•St. Ph. 98
NOTICE
In order to givo
driver-sal ha&
eaY ea Ne Year's
Da-yy'Will not make
home Itativeries of mint
,onAVednesday.
RYAN MILF
COMPANY
Murray, Ky.
Phone 191
by Ernie Bas:11-inilk
by Raeburn Van Burins
-I SURVIVED THE
FIRST STEP:
o'iS 
t‘ACK-0
Co0)1 FispEo
by Al Cep*
(7YES!!--vou
CRO K
NO" GOOD
DAME!!
F
NW.
•
••
PAC
St
a
said.
-Instead
a crud.. tr
in the Tic
of the repo
press secreU
-This is
of the way
insists upon • 7
can people lik.
05 ue can s•.,p
'daddy knows
take ,care ofL.
doesn't know
ift be in
situati..r.
Clark
Use
Our Gift Is
 1 $3 Worth of Free Diaper ServiceWith Our Congratulations To TheLucky ParentsBoone CleanersSO. SIDE SQUARE PHONE 234
Our Gift For The First Baby Is A
Sterlin2; Silver Juice Cup
Lindsey's Jewelers
Parker's Food Market
Will Give to the First Mr. or Miss of 1958
1 2 DOZ. CANS CARNATION MILK
and
1 2 DOZ. CANS HEINZ BABY FOOD
Congratulations Little Mr. or Miss 1958
Our Gift To You I.
One Dozen Diapers
Lerman Bros.
--V21111110111S1111111111111s.'
Outland's Bakery
MR. & MRS. BRENT OUTLAND, Owners
Congratulations To The New Baby and
The Parents
And Will Give Free
$3 Worth of Bakery Products
A Special Gift
To The New Year's First Child
— FROM _
Dale & Stubblefield
A GOOD DRUG STORE SINCE 1901;
[ Bill & Dot's Restaurant
We Invite The Parents of the First
Baby Born in 1958 To
Have Dinner With
(AT NO CHARGE OF COURSE)
Delicious Fooa Friendly Service
"."1141,P.""4111/1
THE LEDGER t 'TIMES — MURRAY. KENTUCKY TrE:-;1)
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RULES.FOR THE FIRST 13iBy. u CONTEST
For the First White Baby
I. Winning baby must be born in this
county.
2. Parents must be residents of this area.
3. Exact time of birth must be certified
by attending physician.
4. Applications must be received at
Ledger & Times office by Sat., Jan.
4, 1958.
5. In the event of a tie, the awaras will
gci to the first received.
Shirleciti\orist
e The Murray Beauty Shoe •
A Free Shampoo m Hair Set
1958's First Motherai
Wants To Give
To The Mr. or Miss of 1958 We Will Give
A Gift "Just For You"
EAST MAIN
Standard Station
Will Give A Free
Wash and Grease Job
To The Parents of 14r. or Miss 1958
12 QUARTS OF
Sunburst All Jersey Milk
— FROM —
Ryan Milk Company
Is Our Gift To The First 1958 Baby
[ Infants Dress or Creeper
To Mt. deMiss 1958
— FROM —
Love's Children's Shop
Complete Clothing For Children
Our Gift To The First Baby Of 1958 One Week's
Choice Of Free Diaper Service
Training Chair or Crib Mattress To TheMr. or Miss of 1958
— FROM _
Crass Furniture Co. Superior Laundry
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